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1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

"No day-off and no mobile if you don't want to give. It is as you like madam, the same with
working hours, it is as you like, no problem about hours."
A representative of a popular Doha recruitment agency, answering questions about how domestic workers should be treated by their
employer, March 20131

"Lola and her distant children were dependent on our family’s good graces to pay her
regularly, treat her fairly and honor our commitments in her contract with us. Yet we could
have just as easily denied her basic human and labor rights—and no one would have known,
or acted to stop us if they had."
Former employer of a migrant domestic worker in Qatar, December 20132

“We have to protect families, and when we say family we don’t mean Qataris, we mean all
members of the family.”
Senior official, Supreme Council of Family Affairs, to Amnesty International, March 20133

'Victoria' had not been particularly unhappy with her job until it came to the December
holidays.
She had arrived in Qatar in August 2012 from her home in the Philippines to work for an
expatriate family in their Doha home, cleaning and looking after their children. Her hours
were very long, starting at 05:00 every morning and working until about 20:00 in the
evening, sometimes later. But, she told Amnesty International, she had a day off work every
Friday, and she always got her monthly salary of 1,000 riyals [US$275] a month.
However, in December 2012, Victoria's workload increased to extreme levels. Twelve family
relatives from Australia came to visit for the month, and she had to work flat-out to serve the
house, with virtually no rest and no days off. Four of the group stayed for a further month and
a half. When they left, she asked her employers to increase her wages for this period, to
reflect the additional work she had done. Their response, according to Victoria, was to make
her working conditions worse. For a month, she was not allowed out of the house, had no
days off and was not allowed to speak to her friends. Her salary was docked.
"Because I answered back I was punished. They removed 100 riyals [US$27.50] from my
monthly salary. Now I am only allowed a day-off twice a month. I have said to her, 'if you
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don't want me, send me back [home].'... I am supposed to have a holiday after I have worked
for one year but I don't know if they will let me yet."4
Working in a family home in a foreign country is, for millions of men and women around the
world, a potentially attractive opportunity to find work, sometimes at higher salaries than they
can earn at home.
But it is not without risk. Because migrant domestic workers are often isolated in the home
and heavily dependent on their employer, they are at particular risk of exploitation and abuse.
Women in such roles are additionally more exposed to abuses linked to their gender,
including gender-based violence.5
Victoria's story is, unfortunately, by no means the most extreme case of abuse heard by
Amnesty International researchers investigating the situation of migrant women working as
domestic workers in Qatar. It is rather a case that illustrates how exploitation of domestic
workers in Qatar is at once part of a global phenomenon - an expatriate family can choose to
discipline their expatriate employee for simply seeking adequate compensation for a brutal
period of work - and is also very specific to Qatar's context.
Like all migrant workers, domestic workers in Qatar are subject to the highly restrictive kafala
or sponsorship system, which gives their employer excessive control over them, including the
power to deny them the right to leave the country or change jobs. Like all other foreign
workers, they are barred from forming or joining trade unions.
In addition, domestic workers cannot challenge their employers if their labour rights are
abused, because Qatar's laws specifically prevent them from doing so. Victoria could not take
her employers to the authorities for docking her wages or asking her to work such extreme
hours. It is probable that they were well-aware of this fact.
The system thus conspires on three levels to leave migrant domestic workers in Qatar open to
exploitation and abuse: their isolation in the home; the excessive powers of their employers;
and a legal system that is not designed to help them.
As a result, domestic workers are susceptible to serious abuses if they are recruited into the
homes of families or individuals who seek to take advantage of this permissive environment.
The abuses can be extreme. They include, but are not limited to:
Deception about what their working conditions will be when they start work, particularly
salary;


Extreme working hours and lack of rest days, including seven-day, 100-hour working
weeks;


Severe restrictions on freedom of movement and communication, including not being
able to leave the house or make mobile phone calls;




Verbal harassment and dehumanising treatment; and



Physical and sexual violence.
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Some domestic workers interviewed by Amnesty International in Qatar are victims of forced
labour and human trafficking; recruited with false promises of good salaries and decent
working hours, compelled to work for employers who would not let them leave and facing – in
several cases – the threat of physical abuse or lost wages if they challenged the employer.
Qatari officials have stressed to Amnesty International that migrant domestic workers are
treated with respect, like "members of the family", by their employers. 6 In a response to
allegations of abuse against domestic workers made by the Guardian newspaper in February
2014, the government stated that the "vast majority" of domestic workers "work amicably,
save money and send this home to improve the economic situation of their families and
communities in their home countries".7
Amnesty International has interviewed women who said their employers respected their
rights. The organization does not claim that all domestic workers in Qatar are poorly treated
or that all employers are abusers. Researchers met employers who were angered by cases of
abuse and who had attempted to assist domestic workers in other households who were in
distress. Nevertheless, the organization does not accept government claims that abuses
against domestic workers in Qatar represent exceptional or isolated cases. This assessment is
made on three main grounds.
Firstly, Amnesty International's interviews with migrant domestic workers demonstrate
significant consistencies in the types of abuses experienced. These accounts are consistent
with assessments made by others, including government officials, about the main reasons
that domestic workers leave their employers, described in Qatar as "running away".
"Why do women run away? Often they’re not paid their salary. Or they’re working all the
time. They have too much work, like five children to take care of. Ramadan is the worst time
of year; more people run away then, because there’s so much work": Doha resident who
assists domestic workers in distress, March 2013.8


"A large number of migrant women who are working as domestic workers 'run away' due
to difficult working conditions and abuse": UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of
migrants following visit to Qatar, November 2013.9


“We have found during investigations with housemaids and drivers who escaped from
their sponsors, that maltreatment, domestic violence, over-work (in Ramadan) and no day-off
in the week are some of the major woes that prompt household hands to escape”: Senior
Ministry of Interior official, quoted in local newspaper, 2011.10


Secondly, the numbers of domestic workers seeking assistance in connection with poor
working conditions are significant. The representative of one labour sending country’s
embassy in Qatar told Amnesty International that around 90 per cent of the approximately 50
labour complaints the embassy receives every week are from women working as domestic
workers. The abuses reported to the embassy include “maltreatment, no rest, unpaid salaries,
sexual harassment and rape”.11 In 2013 the Indonesian embassy told local media that
between three and five domestic workers sought shelter every day, with the main complaints
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being “long working hours, lack of days off, low salary or non-payment of salary". The
embassy briefly stopped endorsing new contracts for domestic workers to highlight the high
number of women making complaints of abuse and the pressure this was placing on the
embassy.12 The Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking, which is mandated to
provide assistance to victims of trafficking, stated in 2013 that it received between 200 and
300 calls a month from domestic workers or their relatives.13
Thirdly, while credible independent data regarding abuses against domestic workers in Qatar
is very scarce, Qatar's National Human Rights Committee (NHRC) has consistently stated
that domestic workers are the group of workers most at risk of being abused, in part because
of the systemic problems which leave domestic workers without legal protection for their
rights: "the rights of domestic workers remain an important challenge because they are the
group most exposed to transgressions, due to the lack of legislation to regulate their affairs
and employment relationships, and the fact that they are not subject to the labour law." 14 It
is widely accepted that globally migrant domestic workers are at a higher risk of abuse than
workers in other occupations.15
Amnesty International's research has found that abusive employers of domestic workers may
come from a variety of different countries and regions, including Qatar, other countries in the
Middle East and North Africa, Europe, the Americas and Asia. The State of Qatar must take
action, both against employers who abuse domestic workers, as well as exploitative
recruitment agencies that place women in the homes of employers they may know to be
abusive and fail to take action when domestic workers seek their assistance. Those
responsible for abuse should be held accountable and prevented from recruiting or employing
domestic workers in future.
The government's efforts to combat fraudulent recruitment practices and human trafficking
must be done in close partnership with the governments of domestic workers' countries of
origin. Preventing the exploitation of migrant domestic workers is a responsibility shared
between countries of origin and countries of destination. In recent years, Amnesty
International has documented, in separate reports, the failings of the Indonesian and
Nepalese governments in protecting their nationals from exploitative recruiters before
beginning their migration to work as domestic workers.16
The Government of Qatar needs to do more than just take action against private sector
employers and recruiters, however. It must review and reform its own approach to the
employment and protection of domestic workers. When women leave their employers and
report abuse, they should expect the state to investigate and take action to hold accountable
those responsible.
Too often, instead, domestic workers are treated as the offenders themselves, detained for
"absconding" or otherwise breaching the sponsorship law. In March 2013 over 90 per cent of
the women detained by the authorities awaiting deportation were former domestic workers. 17
And when domestic workers report rape or sexual assault, they risk being charged, instead,
with consensual sex, under the charge of "illicit relations".18
In part, tackling the abuse of domestic workers requires the Qatari authorities to make bold
reforms which would improve the respect for the rights of all of Qatar's migrant workers.
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Amnesty International continues to call for the reform of the sponsorship system, to reduce
the excessive powers of employers over their employees. 19 The government must also
empower domestic workers to hold their employers and recruiters accountable if their rights
are abused, by giving them the legal protection for their rights which they are currently
denied by Qatar's Labour Law. As the international spotlight continues to focus on Qatar
ahead of the 2022 FIFA World Cup, it will be increasingly untenable for Qatar to maintain a
situation whereby domestic workers and some other low-income workers effectively have no
viable way of claiming their human rights.
It is also essential that authorities must address what the Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women this year termed "the multiple forms of discrimination [that
migrant domestic workers in Qatar] experience based on their nationality and other
grounds."20 That includes but is not limited to tackling prejudices and negative attitudes
among employers, recruiters and state officials.
Amnesty International's research indicates that women working as domestic workers can face
a form of double discrimination, being both low-income migrant workers and women.
Domestic workers are portrayed in a negative fashion in Qatar's media, fuelling stereotypical
attitudes about them. The government's proposed new strategy to combat domestic violence
appears to leave migrant domestic workers out of its considerations. This, combined with the
restrictions of the sponsorship system and domestic workers' isolation, means that domestic
workers face serious barriers seeking justice when they experience physical or sexual
violence; and discriminatory stereotypes mean that they can risk being prosecuted for "illicit
relations" if they do make a report.
Against such a backdrop, legislative and policy reforms can have only partial impact in
improving the respect for domestic workers' rights. Amnesty International calls on the
Government of Qatar to lead the way in setting out a new approach to eliminate
discrimination against migrant domestic workers, in which respect for their rights is seen not
only as a legal obligation but also as a desirable societal goal.

WOMEN AS DOMESTIC WORKERS IN QATAR
According to the 2010 Qatar census 132,401 foreign nationals - 84,164 women and 48,237 men were
employed in the domestic work sector. 21 These numbers include people working as drivers, gardeners and other
predominantly male employees as well as cleaners, cooks and child-minders, who are predominantly women.
A survey carried out in 2011 by the government Supreme Council of Family Affairs found that out of 542
“typical” Qatari families, 478 households employed women to work in their houses. These families employed a
total of 885 women, an average of just less than two per household. Out of the 542 families, 71 employed men
in their houses; the number of male domestic workers employed by these families totaled 119. 22 One Qatari
national whose family employs domestic workers told Amnesty International that many families she knows
employ two women in the house - one primarily focused on childcare, the other on cleaning - and a man
employed as a driver.23 Many domestic workers, particularly women, are also employed by expatriate families
and individuals, including from other countries in the Middle East and North Africa, Europe, Asia and the
Americas.
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The Qatari government does not - to Amnesty International's knowledge - release figures about the
nationalities of domestic workers, through governments of some sending countries occasionally release
information about the number of women working as domestic workers.
The Philippines Embassy stated in January 2014 that there were approximately 30,000 women from the
Philippines working as domestic workers in Qatar.24


The Indonesian Ambassador to Qatar stated in 2013 that there were around 20,000 Indonesian domestic
workers in Qatar.25


According to the Sri Lankan Bureau of Foreign Employment 7,047 female "housemaids" left Sri Lanka to
take up work in Qatar in 2011.26 These figures do not make clear what the total figure for Sri Lankan women
employed as domestic workers in Qatar is or was in 2011. Amnesty International requested more information
from the Sri Lankan Embassy and Bureau of Foreign Employment in July 2013 but was not provided with any
figures.


The Indian Embassy did not respond to requests from Amnesty International in July 2013 to provide
details of the number of Indian women working as domestic workers in Qatar. Women under 30 wishing to
work in Qatar as domestic workers require specific approval of the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs.27


The Nepalese Embassy in Doha told Amnesty International in March 2013 that there were around 100
domestic workers officially registered with the embassy.28 People wishing to sponsor a Nepalese domestic
worker in Qatar must pay a deposit to the Embassy before recruitment can take place. In August 2012 the
Government of Nepal announced that women under 30 would not be allowed to work in the six countries of the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), which includes Qatar. 29 Members of the Nepalese diaspora community,
however, told Amnesty International that some Nepalese women under 30 nevertheless continue to travel via
India to Qatar to work as domestic workers, bypassing this restriction. 30


In recent years, domestic workers have also been recruited from an increasingly wide range of countries
of origin, including countries in east Africa and eastern Europe.31


METHODOLOGY

This report focuses on women in Qatar's domestic work sector. 32 Amnesty International
interviewed 52 women working as domestic workers in Qatar during research visits to the
country. The bulk of the interviews were carried out during an Amnesty International visit in
March 2013, but a number also took place in October 2012 and November 2013. The
majority of the women interviewed were from the Philippines - the main country of origin for
domestic workers in Qatar. Researchers also spoke to women from Ethiopia, Ghana,
Indonesia and Sri Lanka. While most interviews with domestic workers were carried out in
English, Tagalog, Indonesian and Arabic translators assisted in a small number of cases.
Interviewing domestic workers is challenging. Many do not have days off and some are
prevented both from leaving the houses in which they are employed and from using mobile
phones. Some of the women interviewed for this report were still employed at the time of
speaking, while others had left their employers. Amnesty International interviewed women in
a range of locations, including public spaces and private houses. Researchers were given
access by the relevant authorities to meet - in the presence of officials - a small number of
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women who had been employed as domestic workers in the prison and the deportation centre
(the Search and Follow-up Department of the Ministry of Interior), as well as the shelter
maintained by the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking.
The organization also met various Qatari authorities and institutions responsible for issues
relating to domestic workers - including the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Labour, the
Supreme Council for Family Affairs, Hamad Medical Corporation, the Qatar Foundation for
the Protection of Women and Children and the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human
Trafficking.
Researchers interviewed embassies of sending countries, activists and community leaders
assisting domestic workers, and academic and other independent experts. They also
interviewed a representative of a recruitment company in person and spoke to five
recruitment agencies by telephone; in two cases the organization presented specific
allegations of abuse suffered by migrant workers and requested a response, while in three
other cases, researchers sought general information about the working conditions for
domestic workers in homes. Amnesty International has not been able to speak to employers
of domestic workers whose cases have been featured in this report, as to do so may have
placed the women in question at risk. Instead researchers carried out interviews with a range
of people who either employed domestic workers or who lived in households where domestic
workers were employed. The individuals interviewed included Qatari nationals and
expatriates.
Amnesty International has carried out analysis of the main laws and regulations affecting
domestic workers in Qatar, including but not limited to Law no. 11 of 2004 (“the Penal
Code”), Law no. 14 of 2004 (“the Labour Law”) and the Ministerial decrees related to this
law, Law no. 4 of 2009 (“the Sponsorship Law”) and Law no. 15 of 2011 (“the Human
Trafficking Law”). Researchers have also reviewed the relevant international law and
standards, including UN treaties and International Labour Organization (ILO) Conventions.
Amnesty International sent the Government of Qatar its findings regarding the situation of
migrant workers, including migrant domestic workers, in July 2013. In October 2013 the
government provided a response to these findings, which did not address several of the issues
relating specifically to domestic workers. In March 2014 Amnesty International offered the
government a further opportunity to comment on these issues. The government responded in
a letter which Amnesty International received shortly before publication of this report and
which is included in an annex.
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THE SYSTEM FOR MIGRANT DOMESTIC WORKERS IN QATAR:
10 KEY FACTS
1. Every migrant worker in Qatar must have a "sponsor", who must also be his or her employer. While many
workers are sponsored by a registered company, domestic workers are usually sponsored by an individual,
such as a member of the family in whose house they are working.
2. Sponsors are expected to provide their employees with housing in Qatar. For domestic workers, this
usually means being housed in the same home or compound as their employer.
3. Migrant workers cannot change jobs without the permission of their sponsor. This permission is
sometimes called an "NOC" (no objection certificate).
4. If workers leave their sponsor without permission to work for someone else or simply to stop working for
them, they are considered to have "absconded", a criminal offence. Their sponsors are required to report them
to the Search and Follow-up Department of the Ministry of Interior, which polices the Sponsorship Law. Workers
who "abscond" are likely to face detention and deportation.
5. Migrant workers also cannot leave the country without the permission of their sponsor. They must obtain
an "exit permit" from the authorities, approved by their employer, before they can clear immigration at the
airport whenever they leave the country.
6. Sponsors are required by law to return their employees' passports to them after completing residence
procedures. In reality, many domestic workers do not have their passports returned to them and they are held
by their employer for the duration of their employment in Qatar.
7. The Labour Law, and a set of decrees attached to it, sets out the rights of workers in Qatari law. The
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (referred to in this report for shorthand as the Ministry of Labour) is
responsible for overseeing the implementation of the Labour Law.
8. Domestic workers and some other categories of workers are excluded from the terms of the Labour Law,
meaning that under Qatari law there are no limits on their working hours, and they cannot complain to the
Ministry of Labour in the event that their rights are being breached.
9. Under Qatari law, rape, physical assault, forced labour and human trafficking are illegal and carry prison
sentences of varying lengths. However, Qatari law does not specifically criminalise domestic violence.
10. Consensual sexual relations outside marriage is illegal under Qatari law and carries a prison sentence.
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2. DECEPTION IN THE RECRUITMENT
PROCESS
"The contract I signed in 2009 said I would get US$400 [per month] but when I arrived I
was only given 730 riyals [US$200] a month. Now I receive 900 riyals [US$247]. I can’t
afford to send my children to school with this money. I have three children at home."
LC, domestic worker from the Philippines, speaking to Amnesty International, March 201333

For too many domestic workers, their experience of the recruitment process entails blatant
deception about the terms and conditions of the work; in particular women are promised
better salaries and working conditions than they actually find on arrival in Qatar. Because of
the number of links in the chain, it can often be very difficult to identify who exactly is
responsible for the deception. While some domestic workers are recruited directly by their
eventual employer, it is more usual for one or more agents to operate as intermediaries in the
recruitment process.
In domestic workers' countries of origin, recruitment agencies offer jobs in the Gulf and
elsewhere. Depending on the country of origin, they are usually required by law to arrange
contracts with the women they recruit, before their visa can be attested by the sending
country government and the Qatari government. 34 Sometimes such agencies charge fees to
arrange placements, while in other cases they may offer a free service upfront but take their
fee by withholding a certain number of months of salary when the domestic worker starts in
their job.35
On arrival in Qatar, women are normally met at the airport by a Doha-based recruitment
agency - sometimes called a "placement agency" - which has partnered with the agency in the
country of origin in order to arrange the workers' entry visa and placement with an employer.
The Doha recruitment agency introduces domestic workers to their employers, who must,
under Qatari law, act as their “sponsors” for immigration purposes. Many of the women who
spoke to Amnesty International reported that the recruitment agency took their passports
directly from immigration officials at Doha airport and subsequently handed them to their
employers; and that this was the last time they had possession of their passports before their
eventual departure. Some also stated that their mobile phones were removed in their country
of origin before they left for Qatar, or on arrival.
“Contract substitution” - the process by which a worker's original contract is replaced by a
new, usually less advantageous, set of terms and conditions - may take place just before
women board planes in their home countries. However, Amnesty International's research
indicates that some women have their original contracts removed by their recruitment agents
in Qatar on arrival, and are presented with a new "contract" - sometimes only in Arabic - or
simply informed that the terms and conditions of their work are different from those they
signed up to in the country of origin.
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SS, a 27 year-old woman who arrived in Qatar in 2011 as a domestic worker told Amnesty
International:
" I signed a contract which said US$400 a month for a 2 year contract ... The agency picked
me up from the airport ... The next day madam and her husband came to the agency to take
me. I think maybe I signed some other contract. I don’t know what this was. I was only told
at the agency that it was only 700 riyals [US$192]. I thought, ‘What can I do?’ My mobile
phone was taken from me in the Philippines."36
PD told Amnesty International that she was promised US$400 per month in the Philippines
by a recruitment agency, before she took up her job, but when she arrived she only received
900 riyals [US$247].
“When I complained, the madam [employer] said that even QR1000 [US$274] was too
much and told me “you don’t deserve it’.”37
Some women told researchers they had their salaries reduced due to deductions which had
not been specified at the time they were recruited. RB said she was promised 800 riyals
[US$220] a month but 100 riyals [US$27] was deducted from this each month by her
employer for what she was told was the costs of rice and other food bought for her. 38
Other women also reported that their working hours and the nature of their work were very
different from what they had been led to expect by recruitment agents. Researchers found
that when women had been deceived about one thing, it was quite likely that the other
aspects of the package they had been promised were also not as they had been led to expect.
For example, KN, who arrived in June 2012 from Mindanao in the Philippines, said she had
been told by her recruitment agency before arriving that her working hours would be 06:00 –
20:00 every day, with a day off every Friday. When she arrived her employers told her she
had to work from 05:00 – 23:00, an 18-hour day. She was not given a weekly day-off as had
been promised.39
Other women described how their hours were much longer than they had expected because
they had not been told the truth about what their jobs would entail. HA, a 42-year-old
domestic worker with three children at home, was told by her recruitment agent before she
travelled that she would be working for a family with two children, working for eight hours a
day. But when she arrived she found out that she would not be working for her sponsor and
was taken to the house of a family who were friends of her sponsor. This family had seven
children including a seven-month-old baby, and expected her to work from around 05:30 in
the morning until around midnight.
"I told madam, 'The contract says two children but you have seven children.' She replied,
'That is because I am not your sponsor. Your sponsor is my friend who has two children'.... I
had to clean, cook, babysit, everything."40
LL, a 26-year-old woman employed by European nationals told Amnesty International that,
contrary to what she was promised in her contract, she had to wake up at 03:30 and work all
day without proper breaks until 21:30 or 22:00:
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"The dog sleeps in the kitchen at night, so I have to clean the kitchen first thing in the
morning, then I have to clean the yard outside. My employer wakes up at 05:00 so at 04:30 I
prepare breakfast. The work is too hard, physically and emotionally. It’s not what I was
promised when I was recruited ... when I got here the contract wasn’t applied; the hours are
much longer than what I was promised. I was promised 8 hours a day." 41

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF DECEPTIVE RECRUITMENT PRACTICES
The psychological impact of such deception can be serious. In March 2013 Amnesty
International was told by officials at Hamad Hospital’s Psychiatric Unit that anxiety or
depression caused by deception about work was the number one cause of admission to the
unit.
While the Unit admits men and women from all occupations, officials told Amnesty
International that every year about 30 women employed as domestic workers are admitted to
the unit, more admissions than for any other occupation. They said that the most common
reasons for admission were attempted suicides, which made up about two thirds of this
number. One official said that most of these were "not genuine attempts" and were more like
"a cry for help". He said the main nationalities of domestic workers attempting suicide were
Indian, Nepalese and Sri Lankan. 42
In August 2012 an occupational therapist based at the Unit told a local newspaper that 12
to 15 domestic workers visited the unit daily for treatment to cope with anxiety, which led in
some cases to suicide attempts. She stated that deception over the type of work was a major
factor in causing such conditions:
“As some of these domestic helps have only been told that they are coming to Qatar to
babysit whereas on getting here, they discover that their duties also include household chores
and other menial jobs, they tend to develop psychological problems and begin to have mental
[health problems].”43

THE ROLE OF DOHA-BASED RECRUITMENT AGENCIES
"Recruitment agencies in the sending and receiving countries are absolutely part of the
exploitation... They don’t want to send workers back to the home country; this costs them
money."
Qatar-based expert on domestic workers' rights, 201344

Without accurate information regarding their future salary, working conditions and the costs
of the recruitment process, prospective migrant workers cannot make an informed decision
about whether to take a job or not. By the time they find out the full cost of recruitment and
the true terms and conditions of work, it is usually too late to withdraw from the migration
process.45
When women find themselves working in conditions that do not match what they were
promised or when they are subjected to abuse by employers, they should be able to expect
their recruitment agency to act to protect their rights. This should include assisting them in
making a complaint to the authorities, reporting the employer to the authorities and ensuring
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that the worker is able either to return home - at the agent's cost - or move to a job with an
employer who respects their rights, depending on the worker's preference.
However, several domestic workers reported to Amnesty International that recruiters did not
respond positively when asked for help. SD, who had not been paid for three months after
arriving in Qatar and had left her employer, explained how her recruitment agency had
responded when she sought their assistance to leave the country:
"The agency manager said that I can’t go home—that I’d have to pay all the costs of airfare. I
told her I wanted to go home. She said, ‘how can you go home? You stay here.’.... The agency
was angry that I left. My agency ... says that I should work for another employer, then they’ll
give me my salary and passport."46
Amnesty International spoke to the Managing Director of SD's Doha-based recruitment
agency by phone in February 2014. He denied the allegation that women placed with
families by his agency had ever been deceived or abused. He told Amnesty International to
call back later as he was in an important meeting but did not answer further phone calls. 47
The owner of one prominent recruitment agency was quoted in the Qatari media in April
2013 speaking out against violence against domestic workers, saying that they are “human
and deserve good treatment”. 48 However, other agencies are apparently not as concerned.
Several women mentioned that recruitment agents showed little interest in reports of physical
abuse. CL told Amnesty International that her female employer:
"would get mad and shout at us... sometimes you would get a slap... she pinched my arms
until they were black... I tried to ring the [recruitment] agent. He said he would not help. I
said, 'She beats me', he still said he wouldn’t help.” 49
GA told Amnesty International she faced sustained physical violence, including slapping and
hair pulling at the hands of her female employer, but said that when she tried to complain to
her recruitment agent she was essentially advised that the abuse was her fault:
"They would just say ‘be careful, understand your employer’. I would call the agency many
times after the madam would leave the house but they wouldn’t pick up."
She told researchers that the agency made no suggestion of reporting the abuse to the
police.50
RM, who said she had signed a contract in the Philippines promising $400 a month to work
for six days a week, eight hours a day, left her first employers in Doha in December 2012 due
to what she said were personal differences with her employer. She told Amnesty International
that her agents arranged a new placement for her, and said that her salary would be 950
riyals [US$261] per month. On arrival, her new employer said that in fact her salary would
only be 800 riyals [US$220]. She told researchers that she was working days of up of 17
hours and was not allowed out of the house. In February 2013, just under three months after
joining her employer, she left because, she said, the employer did not pay her salary. After
this - hoping to be placed with another employer - she stayed for some time with her agency,
where she said she met two other domestic workers, one from Indonesia and one from the
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Philippines, whose said their female employer had physically assaulted them, shouted at
them and not paid them. 51
Amnesty International spoke to this woman’s Doha-based recruitment agency, and explained
that the organization had received a report that a woman placed by the agency had been paid
less than promised and been subjected to extreme working hours. The director of the agency
told Amnesty International that any such claims were not true, and abruptly ended the call by
hanging up.52
ER, a 30-year-old woman who spoke to Amnesty International in November 2013, said that
after she had left her employer in April 2013, having been subjected to violence by a family
member, she stayed with her agent for six months carrying out part-time work in the office
because her employers would not sign her exit permit to leave the country. She told Amnesty
International that she was paid for this work at the agency and said that they were “kind” and
treated her well, but she was locked in the building for this whole six-month period.
Eventually, in November 2013, she escaped by climbing over a wall in the middle of the
night, and made her way to her embassy.
PD, who sought help after two months of working excessive hours and being subjected to
constant verbal abuse by her employer, said that her agent's only interest appeared to be
ensuring that she worked for at least three months with her employer.
"I called the recruitment agent and they would not help me. I think that this family has a
history of problems - I heard that no-one has ever finished a contract with them. The agency
told me to do a month’s more work and then stopped answering the phone."53
Three months is the normal "probation period" agreed between employers and agents - if an
employment relationship between a family and a domestic worker breaks down, for whatever
reason, within three months, most agencies will agree to place another worker with the
household without charging additional recruitment fees. After three months, the employer will
need to pay full fees and the cost of a flight to recruit a new employee. Describing a potential
employee in a way more usually reserved for consumer appliances, one recruitment agency
said in a phone-call with Amnesty International:
"She would come with a three month guarantee and if she is no good you can change her." 54
Amnesty International has heard complaints from a number of employers that domestic
workers who are unhappy with their employment are encouraged by recruitment agents to
"run away" immediately after the conclusion of the three-month probation period - thus saving
them from the obligation to place another worker with the employer without any cost, and
allowing them to charge full recruitment fees a second time. Employers feel aggrieved at
repeatedly paying recruitment fees, which according to a local newspaper, can amount to
7,000 riyals [US$1922] for domestic workers from Ethiopia and up to 13,500 riyals
[US$3707] for Indonesian nationals.55
While employers complain that agents are exploiting the "three month" agreement to make
them pay extra to recruit new employees, Amnesty International's primary concern is that
some domestic workers who complain of poor treatment by employers - including excessive
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hours, physical abuse and problems with pay - are being told by their agents to stay working
until three months has passed and to "run away" only at that point. Complaints by domestic
workers of poor working conditions should be taken seriously by recruitment agents and be
acted on, rather than considered only as a potential source of financial loss. Employers,
meanwhile, are likely to find they improve the retention of domestic workers in their
employment by paying decent wages, honouring contracts signed at the point that women
decide to migrate, and otherwise fully respecting their human rights.

GOVERNMENT PLANS TO PREVENT CONTRACT SUBSTITUTION
In October 2013 the Government of Qatar informed Amnesty International that it had begun an initiative to
prevent contract substitution:
"In the event that the Ministry of Labour becomes aware that an employer has not adhered to the contract with
the employee, or a complaint is received, then it will take all legal means and measures against the employer.
The Ministry of Labour is in the process of implementing a programme for electronic connection with labourexporting countries. Cooperation between the Ministries of Labour will be in the form of establishing an
electronic information base for those seeking jobs in Qatar. The website will allow employers in Qatar to
choose their workforce from the available applications. This project will ensure there will no longer be any
discrepancy between the job the worker has signed up for in his country from that signed in Qatar, as all the
documents listed on the information base, including the work offer by the employer, will be registered. In the
case of any disagreement between the two sides in the future the information can be checked and verified."56
Initiatives to develop closer co-operation between Qatar and migrant workers' countries of origin to protect
workers should be encouraged. However, whether such a system will assist migrant domestic workers will
depend to a great extent on its implementation; in particular, Amnesty International is not fully clear as to
whether domestic workers’ contracts would be included in such a system.
Additionally, while the Government of Qatar is developing the system referred to above to prevent contract
substitution in the future, this alone is not a sufficient response to a phenomenon that the government
accepts is already occurring. The authorities must also take action to hold accountable those recruiters and
employers responsible and protect the affected workers.

MINISTRY OF LABOUR POLICING OF RECRUITMENT AGENCIES
"The Ministry of Labour endeavours to monitor recruitment agencies that hire domestic
workers and carries out periodic and unannounced inspections to ensure that the recruited
workers do not fall victim to any form of exploitation and that their rights are upheld. Those
inspections have resulted in the closure of a number of non-compliant agencies."
Statement of Government of Qatar to Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, December 201357

The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is responsible for certifying domestic workers'
contracts,58 and states that it carries out six-monthly assessments of Doha-based domestic
worker recruitment agencies and gives them gradings from "A" to "C", with "C" indicating poor
performance. Companies not meeting the Ministry's required standards can lose their licence,
while a Ministry statement has explained that, “those who secure a higher ranking will get
better treatment from the Ministry in terms of the number [of] visas and other benefits.” 59
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There are between 100 and 150 domestic worker recruitment agencies in Qatar, and in the
last three years, the majority have been considered by the Ministry of Labour to be
performing poorly.60
In March 2013 the Ministry stated that of 132 companies, 17 were given a grade A rating,
36 were graded B, while 79 agencies were given a grade C rating. Ten agencies were reported
to have been closed due to unspecified violations of the Labour Law. The names of the 17
agencies receiving a grade A rating were published and a Labour Ministry spokesman was
quoted as stating that each top-rated agency was given 10 free visas, apparently as an
incentive to keep up their performance. 61
In December 2013, it was announced that another 14 agencies had had their licences
revoked, but no further information about grading was published in the media. 62
The Ministry does not publish the precise criteria against which recruitment firms are
assessed and grades assigned. Under Decree no 8 of 2005 of the Ministry of Civil Service
and Housing Affairs regarding the licensing of recruitment firms, agencies can lose their
licences if they accept fees from workers, present false information in applying for or
renewing their licences, or repeatedly breach agreements made with employers of workers. 63
Decree no 8 also requires that recruitment agencies - among other things:
Provide migrant workers with work agreements prior to recruiting, including the salary,
nature of work, and length of contract;
Ensure that these agreements are signed by the worker and attested by the relevant
authorities;
Pay for workers to return to their home countries if the worker finds that the conditions of
work are not as promised, or they refuse to work, or if the worker is found to be "unfit for
work".
These criteria may form part of the assessment process for the Ministry's grading system.
However, statements by Ministry officials to media suggest that agencies are also assessed
for other qualities, which do not relate to the protection of workers' rights:
Fees charged to prospective employers: According to media reporting of a 2012 Ministry
of Labour press conference, "those who are placed in the A Category are supposed to charge
[employers] between QR6,500 [US$1785] to QR9,000 [US$2472]as service fees. Charging
beyond the permissible limits could lead to a degradation of the status." 64
Customer services provided to employers: A Ministry official stated in 2012 that, "the
purpose of this classification is to improve the performance of the recruitment agencies by
encouraging them to compete with each other not only in prices but also in services." 65
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Ensuring domestic workers know Qatari law and customs: according to media reporting of
Ministry statements, "the best performing agencies are supposed to raise awareness among
the newly recruited housemaids about Qatari law and the culture of the country." 66 It is not
clear, however, how officials would assess whether this is done in practice.
Ability to recruit domestic workers quickly: a Ministry spokesman was quoted in March
2013 saying that, "complaints about manpower agencies have declined after the Ministry
launched this evaluation process. [The] Majority of the complaints are from prospective
employers about delays in recruitment of maids." 67 A different report of the same press
conference cited an official who stated that "such encouragements will help resolve the
problem of procedural delays in bringing housemaids to the country". 68
Adherence to the sponsorship law: in December 2013, local media reported that a senior
Ministry of Labour official said, with regard to licences being stripped from recruitment
agencies, that a "major violation was supplying housemaids for part-time jobs on condition
that they are to be paid on hourly basis."69 Under Qatari law, migrant workers recruited on
domestic worker visas are only permitted to work for their employer and are not allowed to do
work for other people or organizations.
Based on the information available to Amnesty International, it is not clear that this grading
system reflects any effort, or makes any contribution, to protecting the rights of domestic
workers. Amnesty International is calling on the Ministry to publish the grading criteria, and
to review the rating system to ensure that agencies are specifically and transparently graded
for their adherence to labour rights. Given the difficulty that domestic workers face in
submitting complaints to the authorities - in part because they are barred from accessing the
Ministry of Labour complaints process - the Ministry should develop a range of indicators
that are not highly dependent on domestic workers having to take action to register
grievances. These might include:
The results of inspections by Ministry of Labour officials in relations to how contracts
signed in countries of origin match up to the actual terms and conditions offered to women in
Qatar;
Whether recruitment agencies have systems in place to ensure the protection of domestic
workers' rights. For example, how agencies of exploitative recruitment or ill-treatment by
employers are logged and dealt with by agencies, how they assist workers to report
complaints to the authorities and whether they themselves report abusive employers; and
The number of complaints made by domestic workers to the Qatari authorities and the
relevant embassies about having to pay fees in order to migrate, contract substitution and / or
of terms and conditions which differ from what they were promised before migrating.
It should be possible for potential migrant domestic workers and employers to assess a
recruitment agency for its adherence to labour rights standards, as distinct from other criteria
such as efficiency of services provided to employers.
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Additionally, Amnesty International recommends that the Government put in place measures
to ensure that any individual found to have abused domestic workers’ rights - either in their
capacity as employers or recruitment agents - is not permitted to recruit again in future. The
UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants said in November 2013 that
measures which apply to workers in other sectors should be extended to the domestic work
sector:
"I welcome the blacklisting by the Government of companies that abuse migrant workers, but
this should also apply to domestic workers. Persons who abuse domestic workers should not
be able to hire more domestic workers in the future."70

CONTROVERSY IN QATAR OVER DEMANDS FOR A US$400
MINIMUM MONTHLY WAGE FOR DOMESTIC WORKERS FROM THE
PHILIPPINES
Women recruited in the Philippines to work in Qatar as domestic workers regularly report that they are
deceived about the salary they will be paid. In 2007 the Philippines government set a minimum monthly salary
of $400 for migrant domestic workers being recruited in Philippines.71 However, women from the Philippines
told researchers that although they were promised a monthly salary of US$400 by agents in Manila when they
arrived in Qatar they found that their true salary was significantly lower than that.
The individual accounts given to Amnesty International are well supported by other evidence.
For example, Amnesty International asked three Doha-based domestic worker recruitment agents in March
2013 for salary scales for domestic workers, including those from the Philippines. All three quoted monthly
salaries of less than US$400 for domestic workers from the Philippines.72
A Doha resident working to assist distressed migrants from the Philippines explained to Amnesty International
how contracts are substituted:
“The $400 contract is rarely followed. A substituted contract is given to them in Arabic, and various
deductions are made to their salary, including ‘recruitment charges’ and ‘residence permit renewal fees’.” 73
An anonymous recruitment agent, speaking to a Qatari newspaper in April 2012, confirmed that the $400
salary was not adhered to, apparently telling the newspaper that the $400 minimum salary for female
domestic workers from the Philippines was not a problem because their normal salary was in fact “between
$220 a month to $250… This works out to around 900 [riyals] which is not a high sum.” 74
The problem has also been acknowledged by the Philippines Embassy. The Ambassador in Qatar was quoted in
local media as stating in June 2013 that the US$400 minimum is not observed due to the “collusion of some
recruitment agencies from the Philippines and those in Qatar”.75 In a separate statement an Embassy
representative said that women suffered from contracts signed with agencies in the Philippines promising a
US$400 monthly wage being "reprocessed" in Doha to a monthly salary of US$200. 76
The response of the Qatar authorities to the Philippines’ efforts to enforce a minimum $400 wage raises
concerns. Rather than deal with the deception that, as detailed above, appears to be widely acknowledged,
there have been repeated reports that the Qatari authorities have blocked agencies from recruiting domestic
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workers from the Philippines.77 The Philippines Ambassador has denied that there is a formal ban but
confirmed that the number of domestic workers from the Philippines had dropped significantly, stating:
“There is no ban. It is their decision to hire other workers. They are still hiring domestic workers but in a very
limited number.”78
Qatari Ministry of Labour officials categorically denied to Amnesty International that blocks on recruitment
from certain countries are ever imposed by the State of Qatar for political reasons and said that any drop in
recruitment from certain countries was only attributable to employers choosing alternative locations to recruit
from.79
However, in what some have suggested is a related development, the Qatari government has publicly
announced efforts to recruit domestic workers from a wider range of countries. In November 2012, an
unnamed Labour Ministry official was reported to have said that the Ministry was investigating the
recruitment of domestic workers from new countries in Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, Tanzania, Kenya, and
Mauritius, stating:
“We want the manpower export markets to be highly competitive.”80
In June 2013 the Ministry of Labour and Interior formally announced new plans to recruit from countries
including Vietnam, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia, Cambodia and Bangladesh.81 In February 2014, it was
reported by local media that a committee consisting of members of the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of
Interior and recruitment agencies had been established to "prepare mechanism to deal with countries
exporting domestic helps and start talks with other countries to recruit housemaids.... including Cambodia,
Bangladesh, Kenya, Tanzania, and Mauritania."82
The priorities signaled by these government statements and initiatives stands in contrast to the absence of
effective government action to address labour exploitation and other abuses affecting domestic workers. The
attempts of labour–sending countries to protect women and men who emigrate as domestic workers to Qatar
is something that the government of Qatar should be proactively co-operating with those countries on. Efforts
by a government to secure a good economic deal for those employing migrant domestic workers is uncommon,
and the Qatari authorities should be careful that this level of support to employers in Qatar does not
undermine the potential for sending countries to act to protect their nationals or obscure the responsibility
Qatar has to migrant workers.
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3. DENIAL OF LABOUR RIGHTS TO
DOMESTIC WORKERS
"The [National Human Rights Committee] requests repeatedly regulating a law on the
protection of the rights of the 'domestic workers' as they are the most vulnerable category of
workers and most of them are women. Although a draft law was prepared to regulate the work
of this group in which the NHRC has participated, the NHRC believes that there is a delay in
the issuance of this law."
Qatar National Human Rights Committee, February 201483

"In the absence of a law that protects them, it falls on the presumed goodness of her
‘sponsor’–in her case R & me–to treat her well, and the way we would wish to be treated. How
she lives, what she eats, how she is treated, whom she can speak to, her access to her family,
access to help or care, what she can wear... So, yes, her life (like the rest of her ilk) in Qatar
being a good one hinges on the goodness of her employer."
Employer of a domestic worker in a blog entry, Doha, May 201384

"Most countries in the [Middle East] region exclude domestic workers from the scope of their
labour laws, and this exclusion is highly problematic for the effective protection of their rights
as workers."
International Labour Organization report on trafficking in the Middle East, 201385

Domestic workers in Qatar - along with some other categories of workers - do not enjoy the
protection of Qatar's Labour Law. Article 3 of the Labour Law states that "this law shall not
apply to ... the persons employed in domestic employment such as drivers, nurses, cooks,
gardeners and similar workers.”
This leaves them with, under Qatari law, no legal protection for the labour rights recognized
in international law, and means they are barred from lodging claims against their employers
at the Labour Court. They therefore cannot lawfully demand essential rights such as: limits
on their working hours; a day-off; annual leave; payment of medical costs; decent
accommodation; or access to the Ministry of Labour grievance process.
Some of these issues may be specified in employment contracts during the recruitment
process, but while it may be theoretically possible for migrant workers to enforce these
contracts through private law suits, this would be costly and virtually impossible for most
domestic workers. Amnesty International is not aware of any such cases. While enforcement
of the Labour Law is currently inadequate, as documented in Amnesty International's 2013
report on abuses in Qatar's construction sector, 86 the existence of a law is an essential
foundation for protection of labour rights.
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Although domestic workers are still subject to the provisions of the Sponsorship Law just as
other workers, they cannot appeal to the Labour Relations Department in the event of abuse
or breach of contract. The result is that domestic workers are particularly exposed to
exploitation and other abuse from their sponsors, as there are few checks against the power
of the employer beyond the criminal justice system.

GLOBAL PRESSURE TO PROTECT DOMESTIC WORKERS’ RIGHTS
UNDER QATARI LAW
The UN Committee Against Torture, in its 2012 concluding observations on Qatar, stated that it “regrets the
absence of labor legislation that protects domestic work, while noting that a draft law on domestic workers is
presently under review” and recommended that the authorities “adopt, as a matter of urgency, labor
legislation covering domestic work and providing legal protection to migrant domestic workers against
exploitation, ill-treatment and abuse”.87
The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women has stated, in its General
Recommendation 26 on women migrant workers, that states parties “should ensure that occupations
dominated by women migrant workers, such as domestic work… are protected by labour laws, including wage
and hour regulations, health and safety codes and holiday and vacation leave regulations.”88 In February 2014
the Committee expressed concern that in Qatar "domestic workers are not covered by the protection of Labour
Code [and] the draft law on domestic workers is yet to be reviewed and finalized, and that no time frame has
been set for the adoption of this law". It called on the Government to "adopt a Law on domestic workers and
amend the 2004 Labour Law to ensure that it protects domestic workers along with other categories of
workers."89
In 2011 the Government of Qatar, along with other Gulf Cooperation Council governments, voted in favour of
the ILO adopting Convention 189 Concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers, which commits ratifying
states, among other things, to the following:
“Each Member shall take measures towards ensuring equal treatment between domestic workers and workers
generally in relation to normal hours of work, overtime compensation, periods of daily and weekly rest and paid
annual leave in accordance with national laws, regulations or collective agreements, taking into account the
special characteristics of domestic work.”90
Amnesty International urges Qatar to ratify ILO Convention 189 Concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers,
incorporate its provisions into domestic law and implement it in law, policy and practice.
Government officials have repeatedly stated in the last five years that a specific law to clarify
the “rights and duties” of domestic workers would be introduced. 91 But no substantive
progress has been announced, and conflicting statements have also been made by officials. A
Ministry of Labour official was quoted in March 2013 as saying that:
“There is no need for a law for housemaids… Since there is a contract signed between a
maid and her employer, a law isn’t needed.” 92
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The same official was also quoted as saying that a weekly day-off was “a maid’s right” but
rejected the idea of limiting domestic workers’ hours to eight hours, saying, “maids don’t
work for eight hours a day.”93
Representatives of the Supreme Council for Family Affairs told Amnesty International in
March 2013 that they were open to a law to regulate the employment of domestic workers
and had participated in drafting discussions. However, they questioned why such a law
should include a mandatory weekly day-off for domestic workers, since they believed that
domestic workers get days off without this protection. They also rejected the contention that
domestic workers currently lack protection for their labour rights under Qatari law, but they
did not explain what protection was provided.94
Qatari Government officials cannot reasonably state that domestic workers currently enjoy the
“right” to a weekly day-off when this is not guaranteed by a legal protection. The position
that no legislation is necessary also seems to be at odds with Qatar’s National Development
Strategy 2011-16, which states that:
“The government will devise a set of regulations, including standards and conditions, to
better manage the recruitment and employment of domestic helpers. This way forward will be
supported by new legislation covering the legal rights of domestic workers… Stronger
regulations will improve the relationship between the family and domestic helpers,
particularly in relation to clearer demarcation of responsibilities and duties.” 95
The UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants added his voice to calls for legal
protection for domestic workers in Qatar, stating in November 2013:
"I was pleased to hear that the government has worked on a draft law for domestic workers,
and I urge the speedy finalization and adoption of this law, in order to better safeguard the
rights of domestic workers, whose abuse is rarely visible." 96
In a statement to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women in
February 2014, given by a senior member of the Supreme Council of Family Affairs, the
Government stated that drafting a domestic workers' law was a "future step" to ensure that
Qatar was better aligned with international human rights treaties. 97 In its written response to
the Committee's list of questions, the Government stated that "a draft law on domestic
workers that is in line with relevant international standards ... is currently being reviewed in
preparation for its adoption."98 However, no timeframe for the adoption of such a law, or
details of whether the law's provisions would be consistent with international standards, were
specified in these statements.

GOVERNMENT OF QATAR’S RESPONSE TO AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL ON LEGAL PROTECTION FOR
DOMESTIC WORKERS' RIGHTS
Shortly before the publication of this report in April 2014, the government made the
following statement to Amnesty International with regard to legal protection for domestic
workers' rights. This is an unofficial translation by Amnesty International from the original
Arabic, which can be read in Annex 1.
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"Domestic workers in Qatar are indeed not subject to the Labour Law (Law no 14 of 2004),
nevertheless Qatari legislation sets out a package of measures which must be followed in
order to recruit this category of workers in the house, and which guarantee that this category
of workers are not subjected to deception by employers or recruitment companies, and at the
same time guarantee all their legal rights towards their sponsors.
"The exclusion of this group of workers from the scope of the Labour Law does not mean a
lack of legal protection for their rights or that there is no law to protect these rights, for all
disputes which arise between domestic workers and their sponsors, in relation to the
implementation of rights and commitments of both parties, as a result of the contract, are
subject to the provisions of the Civil Code (Law 22 of 2004). Also, the contractual relation
with employers is arranged in model contracts attached to bilateral agreements which the
State has signed with labour sending countries.
"In relation to the recruitment of domestic workers from abroad on behalf of another party,
Qatar's Labour Law (Law no 14 of 2004) takes care to regulate this, as is indicated in the
third section where it is forbidden to recruit workers from abroad on behalf of others except
by obtaining a licence for that, and it is banned for the licensee to accept any funds from the
recruited worker in the form of fees or cash for recruitment, or other types of costs, and
Ministerial Decree number 8 of 2005 regulating the conditions and procedures of licensing,
which has attached to it a model contract for recruiting workers from abroad specifying
commitments of every office and employer. The Ministry follows up the application of the
provisions of the Law and the Ministerial Decree referred to, through regular surprise visits to
these offices, to investigate that there is no exploitation of this category of workers and to
ensure their rights.
"It should be noted that currently a draft law relating to domestic workers is being studied, in
compliance with the provisions of the international labour convention concerning decent work
conditions for domestic workers and international labour standards, and this legislation is still
in the process of the legislative procedures." 99
Amnesty International is grateful to the government of Qatar for responding to the
organization’s concerns. However, some aspects of the government’s response are of
concern. Specifically, the statement that exclusion of domestic workers from the scope of the
Labour Law does not mean a lack of legal protection for their rights does not stand up to
scrutiny. There is no legitimate reason for the different treatment legal treatment of domestic
work compared to other categories of work. As noted earlier, the view that domestic workers
are safeguarded by civil and contract law completely disregards the realities facing domestic
workers, the vast majority of whom would not be able to access the resources or information
need to bring such kinds of private legal action against abusive employers. The fact that the
Qatari authorities state that they are working on a draft law to ensure they meet international
standards on the rights of domestic workers suggests that they recognize that reliance on
enforcement of private contracts, combined with regulation of recruitment agents, is by no
means adequate to meet international standards.
In addition, while the government of Qatar has accepted responsibility to enforce the Labour
Law through, amongst other things, workplace inspections, the legal position outlined with
regard to domestic workers means almost all action to protect their rights must be taken by
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the workers themselves. While Amnesty International has expressed concern that the Labour
Law is not effectively enforced in Qatar, this law does at least reflect the obligations of the
Qatari authorities to proactively protect the rights of workers; the exclusion of domestic
workers – arguably amongst the most vulnerable category of workers – from the proactive
measures of the Labour Law cannot be defended by reference to contract law.

PLANS FOR A REGIONAL 'MODEL CONTRACT'
In January 2013, the six governments of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), including
Qatar, adopted a draft model contract for domestic workers across the region. 100
Amnesty International has seen a draft of the model contract. It includes a provision for a
weekly day-off and the requirement for salaries to be paid by bank transfer. However, the
draft fails to comply with ILO Convention 189 Concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers
in several respects, including but not only the fact that no maximum working hours are
stipulated.
Additionally, it remains unclear how this contract would – if adopted by the six GCC
governments – be enforced in practice. A standard contract, without a legal basis, would be
very difficult to enforce for domestic workers, who face challenges accessing legal procedures
in any case. As noted above, Amnesty International is not aware of any domestic workers who
have been able to take legal action against their sponsors in Qatar for breach of contract; and
does not consider that a GCC model contract would be any easier to enforce in this way.
Domestic workers in Qatar require legal protection for their rights under the Labour Law and
access to specific legal mechanisms to claim their rights.
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4. WORKING CONDITIONS

"My sleep is my break."
KT, former domestic worker, to Amnesty International, March 2013101

While some women interviewed by Amnesty International said that their employers were
"kind", working conditions for domestic workers recruited into the home of abusive employers
can be harsh, and domestic workers in such situations have almost no means of seeking help
or redress. This is a direct consequence of Qatar's unregulated domestic work sector and the
impact of the sponsorship system.
This chapter examines some of the main forms of abuse reported to researchers by domestic
workers, and the problems they face in trying to leave situations of abuse as well as to hold
perpetrators accountable.

EXCESSIVE WORKING HOURS AND NO DAY-OFF
Almost all the domestic workers to whom Amnesty International spoke said that they worked
extremely long hours. Qatari law does not specify maximum working hours for domestic
workers. As one Doha-based domestic worker recruitment agency put it in a telephone call:
"She will work full time and stay in your house, it is up to you how many hours she works
though. The contract would say eight hours, but you know, she is staying in your house. There
is no need to give a day-off but it is up to you."102
A Qatar Statistics Authority study in 2009 found that domestic workers worked for an average
of 60 hours a week, which the ILO stated in 2013 was the fifth highest figure for domestic
workers in the world.103 This is an average figure and Amnesty International interviewed
women who worked for more than 60 hours a week. Additionally, many of the women
interviewed were not given a weekly day-off by their employers.
Fourteen women interviewed by Amnesty International said they worked for at least 15 hours
a day, seven days a week, amounting to average working weeks of more than 100 hours.
Amnesty International researchers spoke to domestic workers who described working hours of
05:00 until 23:00 or even later. PD told Amnesty International, for example, that seven days
a week, she had to start work at 04:00:
"I had to start work at 04:00. I had to start at exactly that time. I would get about three to
four hours sleep. I would be constantly washing or ironing clothes and if the clothes were not
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clean enough I would have to wash and iron them again. My hands split and bled because of
the work ... I would run so hard that I would fall, and I lost feeling in my feet. I wasn’t even
allowed to go to toilet while I was working."104
FM told researchers she worked every day of the week without a day-off, looking after seven
children in a large household. She said she started work at 05:00 each morning and would
stop work around 22:00 or midnight. She did not have breaks.
“Work is no problem, but as soon as you finish your work for one of the family, another one
tells you to do something else - 'yalla so'ra' ['Come on, quickly']." 105
A national of a Gulf country resident in Doha and active on migrant rights issues told
Amnesty International that many employers ask their domestic workers to work excessive
hours because of a perceived need for perfection at home.
"I’ve been to houses where two women work 04:00 to midnight. I know someone who said to
their maid, 'can you clean the ceiling of my bathroom?' People believe that everything has to
be perfect, so everything has to look perfect." 106

RESTRICTIONS ON FOOD
In some cases the workers described how, due to the pressure of work, they were not able to
eat any food until after lunchtime. Women told Amnesty International they were provided
with little or inadequate food by their employers. HA told researchers she was once hit by her
employer after she was found to be trying to eat her breakfast. She described how she was
always hungry due to the amount of work she was expected to do and the little food she was
provided with. 107 GA told researchers she was only provided “cup noodles” to eat and was
forbidden from eating other food in the house. 108
The prevalence of such limitations on access to food is very difficult to determine. However,
the evidence suggesting that domestic workers work excessive work hours raises serious
questions about the extent to which they are unable to take appropriate breaks to eat.

NON-PAYMENT, DEDUCTIONS FROM PAY
In addition to salaries being lower than promised in contracts, late payment or non-payment
of salaries was also reported by some domestic workers that Amnesty International spoke to.
The withholding of payment by employers appears in some cases to be viewed as a way of
ensuring that domestic workers stay in their jobs. Employers can exploit the isolation faced
by domestic workers, which makes it more difficult for them to complain to the authorities or
stop working, and non-payment can therefore often continue for very long periods.
KN told researchers she began work in Qatar in June 2012 and initially received her salary,
though it was less than the US$400 which she had been promised in the agreement she had
signed in the Philippines.
"The first month they paid me 750 riyals [US$206]. The second month, 900 riyals
[US$247]. After that, 900 riyals [US$247] a month. I sent six months of salary home. [The
wife of my employer] stopped paying me after six months. She didn’t pay me in December,
January, and February. I told her I needed the money because my family had big problems.
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My daughter died on 1 January [in the Philippines]. She was three years old. She needed to
go to the hospital. Madam said she’d pay me the full amount after five months... I talked to
Sir, I said, ‘sir, I need my salary. On 1 March I told madam and sir that I wanted to go home.
They said no."109
BM, a 30-year-old woman from Isabela province in the Philippines said that she was only
paid a total of 900 riyals [US$247] for four months work with a family between August 2011
and January 2012, despite having been promised US$400 [1457 riyals] per month in the
contract she signed in Manila. 110
RM told researchers that her employers refused to pay her directly, instead saying that they
would transfer money to her family:
"In January [2013] I worked for the full month and on 9 February I asked for my January
salary. [My employer] would not say why he was not giving me it. He said the salary is only
800 riyals [US$220]. I asked him once, ‘Sir, can I get my salary because children need
money for school as in March the children graduate’. I asked him again for the salary - he
said, 'Give me the name and address in the Philippines so I can send the salary'. In February
he sent the money to my family but gave me just a paper with the reference number. My
family says it was 5900 pesos [US$136]." 111
Even if employers do send the money as they tell domestic workers, such practices constitute
a clear breach of contract, with the risk that the woman is never paid or significantly
underpaid – a problem exacerbated by the fact that many employers prevent domestic
workers from making phone calls, which makes it harder for them to contact their relatives.
Again, the full extent of the problem of delays in payment faced by domestic workers is not
known as data is not available. Domestic workers cannot complain to the Labour Ministry
about such breaches, and employers are aware of this.

PASSPORT CONFISCATION
Amnesty International met three domestic workers who had possession of their passports; all
others reported that their employers kept hold of them. Under the sponsorship law, employers
are supposed to return passports to domestic workers - like all foreign workers - after the
processing of their residence permits, which is supposed to be completed within three
months of their arrival in the country.112
However, most women reported to Amnesty International that their employers were given their
passports by the recruitment agents as they began their employment, and they never saw
them again. Some said that immigration officials handed over their passports directly to their
recruitment agents or employers. SD told researchers:
"The immigration official said, 'you stay here.' They called my agency, and they gave the
passport to my agency."113
Handing women's passports directly to recruitment agents at the airport, rather than giving
them back to the individual, does not appear to be necessary for the purpose of completing
their residence procedures and, in addition to seeming to encourage passport confiscation, is
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somewhat dehumanising to domestic workers. Amnesty International recommends that this
practice is stopped and passports are handed directly back to women.
Even women who told researchers they were satisfied with their terms and conditions said
they did not hold their own passports. For example, CM, a 32-year-old woman from the
Philippines said:
"I am paid 1000 riyals [US$275] a month, which is what I was told I would be paid ... I'm
treated ok. They have the passport."114
The holding of domestic workers' passports may in some cases be motivated by a desire to
prevent women from "absconding" to other employers - in contravention of the sponsorship
law, which prevents foreign workers from working for anyone other than their sponsor, without
their permission - or trying to leave the country. According to one academic study which
found that 90 per cent of low-income workers (a sample that does not include domestic
workers) surveyed in Qatar did not hold their passports:
"[Passport confiscation] is often framed by employers as means of ensuring that the workers
do not flee the country or otherwise abscond from their contractual obligations." 115
When domestic workers do “abscond”, some employers hand their passports directly to the
authorities. One representative of an embassy in Doha said:
"When the employer claims that the worker absconded, they have to surrender her passport to
the CID [Ministry of Interior]."116
This practice suggests that the government may implicitly accept the principle that domestic
workers do not hold their own passports.
A number of domestic workers who had left their employers said that their employers refused
to hand them back their passports to allow them to leave the country, for reasons that were
not always clear. This appears to indicate that employers in this situation do not fear
prosecution for breaching the sponsorship law. In August 2012 a woman described to a
newspaper how her employee left when she was on holiday in the UK, apparently
unconcerned about disclosing that she had broken Qatari law by not returning her passport:
“As soon as I landed in London and checked into a well-known hotel, I was shocked to find
that my housemaid vanished in spite of the fact that her passport was in my custody.” 117

INADEQUATE ACCOMMODATION, LACK OF PERSONAL SECURITY
Some of the domestic workers Amnesty International interviewed reported that they were not
provided with adequate living space, including instances where their living conditions
compromised their safety. Two women told researchers that they did not have proper beds
but had to sleep on mattresses on the floor. Six women said they were not given rooms with
locks on the doors. SS, who worked in the same house for nearly two years explained how she
was given a room which her employer’s family used to store equipment and furniture they
were not using:
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"It had no lock. There was a mattress on the floor, an ironing board, 2 cupboards filled with
plates, pans and rice. It was like a junk shop. I kept my clothes in my own bag."118
RM reported sleeping in a room where her employers’ clothes were kept and which had no
lock. Her female and male employers would walk into her room without asking, sometimes as
late as midnight.
"I did not have my own room. I slept in a cabinet room inside the kitchen. The room had
madam’s clothes in it. I had my own bed but there was no lock on the door. I was scared of
the driver because my room is not locked. Madam would come into the room sometimes,
even Sir did too. Sometimes he would come in at midnight or 01:00 at night and would enter
my room."119
FM, who worked for her employer between 2006 and 2012, said her bedroom was in the
cellar; at the time she left, the air conditioning unit in the room was broken and not
functioning. 120

RESTRICTIONS ON MOVEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
While women are in Qatar working as domestic workers, their employer is able, if they wish,
to control almost every aspect of their life. Amnesty International found that the movement of
domestic workers was severely restricted with many not being allowed to leave the house they
were employed in. Some women told Amnesty International researchers that they were only
allowed to leave the house when accompanying their employer or their employer’s family.
Several reported being locked in when their employers left the house. RM told researchers:
"They would not allow me to go out of the house – if I needed something I would have to
write down what it was and give the money and they would buy it for me." 121
This has obvious implications for domestic workers' ability to seek assistance from outside
authorities or organizations. One man who assists distressed migrant workers from the
Philippines told Amnesty International:
"There is no way of them getting outside of the house to get help."122
Six domestic workers also reported to researchers that their phones had been confiscated by
their employers or their recruitment agency or that they were forbidden to use them. PD told
Amnesty International:
“When I was cleaning, the madam [employer] would go through my things… I was not
allowed to use a mobile. The Madam would say ‘I hate phones’.” 123
A representative of a Doha recruitment agency who said she dealt mainly with the
recruitment of Indonesian women as domestic workers told an Amnesty International
researcher that in most cases the agency itself removed mobile phones from domestic
workers on arrival:
"In most cases we don’t allow domestic workers to have mobile phones. When women arrive –
whether they are Sri Lankans, Indonesians - we will take their mobiles. If you buy a mobile
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without permission and the sponsor finds you with a mobile then they think that they have a
boyfriend."124
Going to church on Friday - the usual day-off for low-income migrant workers in Qatar - is a
specific request which some domestic workers make to their employers. One Indian
community representative with experience of assisting and advising domestic workers in
Qatar said:
"Most of the domestic workers I speak to are carefully monitored and they don’t get much
chance to speak to outsiders... One girl is allowed one hour a week out of the house, to go to
church from 07:30 to 08:30 on Friday. She insists she is Christian and must go to the
church. The problem is that families want the Friday for free time [because it is the main rest
day in Qatar]." 125
Other women said their employers were not even prepared to give domestic workers one hour
a week to go to church. SS described how her employers, nationals of a Middle Eastern
country, refused:
"I asked to go to church once but they said to me ‘be Muslim – if you be Muslim I will let you
go to the mosque’." 126

MARIA’S STORY
At the age of 24, 'Maria' travelled from the Philippines to work as a domestic worker. She had come to work in
Qatar to support her family who needed money to pay for water, electricity and school fees for her three
younger sisters. She had signed a contract with a recruitment company in Manila entitling her to a salary of
1450 riyals [$400] per month. But she was never given a copy. Her recruiter charged her the equivalent of two
months salary as a fee for the company's services.
As soon as she arrived in Qatar an immigration official took Maria’s passport and gave it to the agency that
collected her at the airport to transport her to her employers, a wealthy couple from Qatar and Lebanon. They
employed several staff, including a house manager in charge of Maria and others working at the house - a
male driver and two other women from the Philippines.
When she arrived at the house Maria's mobile phone, ID and documents were immediately taken from her. Her
clothes were also confiscated and she had to wear a uniform at all times. Maria was told not to communicate
with any of the other women and that they were not to share bedrooms. She was told she would be paid only
800 riyals [$220] per month, and her employers said they would hold the money and pay her salary in full at
the end of her contract.
When Maria would accompany her female employer out of the house, she was told not to talk to anyone and not
to answer if anyone spoke to her. She was allowed to call her mother for about 20 minutes every two weeks but
she was forbidden from discussing the job and would always have to use her employer’s mobile phone.
Maria's responsibilities included taking care of three children under the age of four, gardening and cleaning.
She woke at 05:30 every day and would start working immediately.
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"I was working all the time. I would have lunch at 16:00 ... I got no days off. I couldn’t go to church. At the
beginning, she would sometimes give me a 30 minute break, and let me go to sleep at 22:00. Later, I got no
break, and I’d go to sleep at midnight."
For both breakfast and dinner she would be given just a half piece of bread, while for lunch she would have
some rice and her employer's leftovers. Sometimes she was given no breakfast at all and would be accused of
insulting her employers if she complained.
“Once she gave me cheese with mould on it. She said, ‘it’s good enough for you’.”
Maria said her treatment became harsher the longer she worked at the house. When one of the maids left the
house after a year without being paid, the wife physically assaulted Maria and another woman working in the
house.
“She was angry about the girl who left. She pushed my head into the toilet and pulled my hair. I cried. She
said, ‘stand up, I’ll send you to the agency.’ The other girl also cried. Madam pushed her too. When the girl
tried to leave the manager pushed her. The girl said, ‘no, no’ and the manager pushed her again. I hid in the
kitchen with the children. I was afraid.”
Maria worked at the house for almost four months without receiving any salary before deciding to leave. She
explained to researchers:
“I left was because I was never paid…I was always crying and Madame was angry at me all the time. Before I
escaped, I asked God to give me a sign. When an alarm rang at the house, I thought that was the sign that I
could go home. They had a camera in the house to watch us so I closed the kitchen door so the camera
couldn’t see me. The key was in the door; I got outside. I walked and walked.”
Maria said she walked alone for hours, still dressed in her uniform.
“I saw a guard, and he said, 'where is your ID?' I said sorry. I went to the mall, and saw a guard there, and
asked for a taxi. He asked why I needed a taxi. He asked if I had a problem; I said no. I saw a Filipina, and I
said, ‘please help me.’ She said, ‘sorry, I’m busy.’ I went back to the mall to get a taxi. I said ‘sir, please send
me to the airport’. [The driver] asked me why I was going to the airport. I said I was going on vacation.”
She eventually reached the Philippines embassy where she sought assistance. When Amnesty International
met Maria in March 2013 her former employers were still holding all of her possessions and documents,
including her passport.
“Last week I went to the deportation centre, they said that without a passport, I can’t leave.” 127

VERBAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE
Many of the domestic workers interviewed by Amnesty International reported that they were
subjected to humiliation and dehumanizing treatment. For example, RB and CL, who were
employed in the same household told researchers that they were forced to eat on the floor
and were not allowed to sit on any of the chairs in the house in which they worked. 128
Another worker said that she had to eat in her room and use separate crockery and cutlery
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from the rest of the family because her teeth were “not clean”.129 KT told researchers she
was regularly called a “prostitute” by her employer.
"The man was OK; it was the woman; she was always shouting. Any little mistake, and she
would shout. She would say, ‘you’re very stupid.’ She would swear at me in Lebanese, call
me a ‘sharmuta’ [derogatory term for 'prostitute']. She also shouted at her kids a lot."130
GA, a 34-year-old former domestic worker employed by a Middle Eastern national said:
"Madam would shout at me if I went near their food. She would say ‘don’t touch my food, this
my food, not yours’... I would ask her ‘why are you shouting at me?’ She would reply and
sometimes say ‘I’m sorry, I have so much problems’. Sometimes the husband would shout at
me but almost always it was her." 131
SS told researchers:
"She would call me an animal. She would say ‘go to your country’. I would keep quiet as I
never want to answer back." 132

DISCRIMINATORY ATTITUDES ABOUT DOMESTIC WORKERS
Women working as domestic workers in Qatar are often stigmatised in the media, which may fuel some of the
attitudes they face in the home. Headlines of news articles and opinion columns on domestic workers in the
four main Qatari Arabic language newspapers in 2012 and 2013 included the following:
Maids divide men and their wives with sorcery and witchcraft, Al Arab, January 2012133

Take-up for installing cameras in homes to monitor 'maids', fearing for children, Al Arab, April 2012134

Escaped maids behind 90% of thefts, Al Watan, November 2012135

Thursday's issue: rise in maids' salaries, Al Raya, November 2012136

Thug maids! Al Sharq, November 2012137

Colonel Al Sayed [Ministry of Interior]: device to identify maids disguised in Qatari women clothing, Al
Arab, May 2013138

Whispers... phobia of Ethiopian women, Al Raya, July 2013139

Educators: foreign maids a threat to the future of society, Al Sharq, October 2013140


Such discriminatory language is not restricted to the Arabic language media. In 2009 an English language
newspaper in Qatar carried a cartoon with the title “Housemaid’s Revenge” showing a frightening caricature
of a migrant domestic worker towering over a small child and holding a bowl of food, saying:
“Your mum shouted at me today just because I broke a plate. And I am going to strike back. Count on me brat,
you won’t sleep at home tonight! You will stay at Al Sadd Children’s Emergency [hospital]. Open your mouth
now. This dish I have made will make you so sick that it will make you dizzy for hours.”141
The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has recommended to state parties - which
includes Qatar - that they "take resolute action to counter any tendency to target, stigmatize, stereotype or
profile, on the basis of race, colour, descent, and national or ethnic origin, members of 'non-citizen' population
groups, especially by politicians, officials, educators and the media, on the Internet". 142
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The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women said in February 2014 that Qatar
should "take special measures, including awareness-raising and educational campaigns to counter
stereotypical attitudes towards women migrant domestic workers”.143
One Qatari national whose family employs domestic workers told researchers there are a range of nationallyspecific stereotypes relating to domestic workers:
"There are concerns about kids taking on the culture of the Philippines, which poses to a threat to our moral
identity. There are stereotypes about women from Indonesia and Ethiopia. They are seen as cold-blooded,
liable to commit crimes against children. There are stories about voodoo and black magic. There is also fear of
European maids."144
A representative of a Doha domestic worker recruitment agency made a similar point to researchers:
"[Employers] think Indonesians don’t understand; that they are dirty and different. Employers want Filipinas
because they think they are clean and understand English better."145
A senior Ministry of Interior official also told Amnesty International in October 2012 that it would be difficult to
give women working as domestic workers a day-off because they might behave illegally or inappropriately on
their days off, such as by drinking alcohol or meeting boyfriends.146 Such considerations are clearly not a
valid justification for denying workers a fundamental labour right and Amnesty International is concerned that
such statements indicate the existence of discriminatory attitudes towards female migrant workers among
government officials.
Given the prevalence of negative stereotypes around domestic workers from certain countries, it is perhaps
unsurprising that they can be seen by some people as commodities for sale rather than human beings. In May
2013 one - apparently expatriate - user of a popular online forum for Qatar residents posted an advert:
"who wants an Indonesian maid? I am leaving qatar for good and i have a maid that i would like to leave here
and i want qr 10,000 [US$ 2,746] ONLY. She is very clean and well behaved. Pay money and i make NOC ["no
objection certificate", allowing a worker to move employer]. THAT'S IT. ONLY SERIOUS CALLERS". 147 [sic]

ARRESTED AND DEPORTED FOR "RUNNING AWAY": QATAR'S SPONSORSHIP
SYSTEM
"Migrants who “run away” from abusive employers should not be detained and deported."
UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, speaking after his visit to Qatar, November 2013148

Under Law No 4 of 2009 (the “Sponsorship Law”) migrant workers in Qatar cannot change
jobs without the permission of their sponsor. This creates an excessively unequal power
relationship, in which workers have limited avenues open to them if they are being exploited.
If workers arrive in Qatar to find that they have been deceived about the terms and conditions
of their work during the recruitment process, or are subjected to abusive working or living
conditions by their employer, the question of whether or not they can change jobs depends
on their employer – the very person responsible for their abuse.
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The Sponsorship Law allows for the Ministry of Interior to transfer sponsorship “in the event
of abuse” but there is no published definition of what constitutes abuse and according to
Ministry of Interior data provided to Amnesty International in March 2013, only 49 people
were able to permanently move jobs in this way in 2012.
As a result of these restrictions in the law, it can be very difficult for women working as
domestic workers to leave their employers by simply asking, and some women facing abuse
therefore leave their employers without permission, either seeking refuge with their
embassies or the Qatari authorities, or trying to find new employment. One man who assists
domestic workers in distress said he is called by around 10 women a month who have left
their employers without permission or "run away". 149 Leaving an employer without permission
leaves women open to the charge of “absconding”. Amnesty International has been unable to
find a precise definition in Qatar's laws but understands that “absconding” is the charge filed
for violating Article 11 of the Sponsorship Law, which holds that foreign workers must not act
in breach of the relevant purpose for which they were granted residence in the state.
Amnesty International has found that in many cases, once a domestic worker flees, their
employer hands their passport to the Ministry of Interior - despite the fact that holding an
employee's passport is illegal - and a charge of "absconding" is filed against the worker.
Women who have an absconding charge placed against them are often said to have "run
away". One representative of an embassy in Doha said:
"When the employer claims that the worker absconded, they have to surrender her passport to
the CID [Ministry of Interior]."150
A charge of absconding can lead to prosecution and a prison sentence but more usually
results in detention pending deportation.
Detention as a means of immigration control should only be used as a last resort, after the
authorities have demonstrated that it is both necessary and that less restrictive measures are
insufficient.151
Among female foreign nationals, domestic workers are particularly prone to being detained
and deported for violating the Sponsorship Law. Officials at the deportation centre told
Amnesty International in March 2013 that of the 378 women in the centre at that time,
between 90 and 95 per cent had been employed as domestic workers. There were at least 88
women from the Philippines, which along with Indonesia, was the main sending country
represented among the detainees.152
For this reason, some of those who assist domestic workers in distress told Amnesty
International that "running away" was not an option they recommended to women who
contacted them:
"Some women call me out of the blue on my mobile phone. They say, 'I want to escape.' I
can't advise them to escape. But they can go to the embassy." 153
Amongst some government officials, there is limited sympathy for domestic workers who have
fled their employers. A senior Ministry of Interior official told Amnesty International
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researchers in March 2013 that the authorities treated people who came directly to the
authorities from their employers differently than those who simply "ran away" for economic
reasons, but that in most cases women flee to new employers to try to earn higher salaries,
rather than because they are escaping from abuse.
However, the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants found, in November
2013, that most women who were being held pending deportation had left their employers
due to poor working conditions, and encouraged the authorities to stop detaining domestic
workers in such situations:
"The majority of the women in the deportation centre had “run away” from abusive
employers, particularly the domestic workers, and they wanted to return to their countries of
origin. It is very unlikely that they present any risk of absconding, while they try to obtain
passport, flight ticket and exit visa: their detention is not necessary and a violation of their
rights. Accommodating such women in open shelters, instead of building a new ward for
women at the deportation centre, would provide a much better and cheaper solution." 154
Officials at the deportation centre told Amnesty International in October 2012 that if a
detainee makes a complaint of physical or sexual abuse, then the moment abuse is
established the victim would be transferred to the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human
Trafficking or the hospital psychiatric unit for the appropriate support.
However, it appears that if women do not report abuse, the authorities do not take any action
to investigate the circumstances of women held at the detention centre, even when there are
visible signs of abuse. For example, one domestic worker interviewed by researchers in the
deportation centre clearly bore the physical marks of her abuse, which she said was inflicted
by her employer (a case detailed on pages 40 and 41). Amnesty International raised her case
in a letter to the Qatari authorities in April 2013 but did not receive a response. 155
The Qatari government has reportedly proposed to neighbouring states that domestic workers
who "abscond" should be banned from taking up a job in another member state of the GCC
(Gulf Cooperation Council - meaning Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
UAE). In May 2012 a senior Labour Ministry official was quoted as applauding the proposal:
“This will seriously help curb the phenomenon [of "absconding" domestic workers]." 156
Such a proposal has disturbing implications; not only does it risk deterring women in abusive
situations from leaving their employers, it introduces a punitive measure without any
justification. It apparently fails to recognize that in many cases, women who leave employers
do so because serious criminal offences have been committed against them, which should be
investigated and prosecuted.
Some domestic workers seek assistance from the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human
Trafficking when facing abuse, but many women also go to their embassies for refuge when
they leave their employers' homes. The Qatari authorities have attempted to deter embassies
from hosting their nationals in such situations. Amnesty International has seen a copy of a
diplomatic memorandum issued by the Qatari Ministry of Foreign Affairs to all diplomatic
missions in 2002 which states:
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"Please refer those who seek refuge in embassies to the Search and Follow-up Department [a
department of the Ministry of Interior, which also manages the deportation centre] to secure
arrangements for their departure to their countries with the necessary speed."157
Attempts by the Qatari authorities to prevent embassies from sheltering domestic workers
who have fled their employers, like proposals to restrict the future employment opportunities
of women who flee, further reduce the already limited options open to women who are being
subjected to serious exploitation or even forced labour by their employer.
Instead of these steps, the authorities should decriminalise "absconding" and provide
appropriate and sufficient open shelter facilities for domestic workers who leave their
employers following workplace abuse, to allow them to file charges if they wish and safely
make arrangements to either return home or find new employment.

PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE
"The wife beat me every day... The husband was good; the children were fine. She would call
me ‘animal,’ and say that I was crazy. She slapped me in the face so hard one time that my
face turned black; it was so badly bruised. She once kicked me on the ground, kicking me
all over, in my stomach."
BM, 30-year-old former domestic worker, describing the violence she was subjected to by an employer from a Middle Eastern
country 158

Gender-based violence, including sexual violence, is globally a particular problem facing
women working as domestic workers, in part because of their isolation in their employers’
homes. The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has stated
that at a global level, “domestic workers are particularly vulnerable to physical and sexual
assault, food and sleep deprivation and cruelty by their employers.” 159
In Qatar, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women in 2014
expressed "deep concern" at the "high prevalence of domestic and sexual violence against
women and girls, including women migrant domestic workers."160In 2012 the UN Committee
on Torture also stated, with regard to Qatar, that it had received "numerous allegations by
migrant [domestic] workers of physical abuse, sexual violence, rape and attempted rape". 161
During its research Amnesty International has spoken to women who experienced terrifying
and shocking ordeals, yet have been unable to hold accountable their abusers. There are
several serious obstacles confronting women domestic workers in Qatar: their exclusion from
protections under the Labour Law and their enormous dependence on their employer,
described above, both enables abuse and significantly restricts the ability of domestic
workers to report such abuse; domestic workers are also apparently left out of the
government's strategy to combat domestic violence; and women who suffer sexual abuse may
also be afraid to report their assault for fear of being charged with the criminal offence of
"illicit relations". Although not a recognized offence under international law, Qatari law
criminalizes consensual sexual relations outside marriage as “illicit relations” or “love
crimes”.
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THE SCALE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, INCLUDING AGAINST DOMESTIC WORKERS, IN QATAR
Information about violence against domestic workers in Qatar, and how such cases are dealt
with by the authorities, is difficult to obtain. The Government's National Strategy 2011 - 16
has recognized that there is a “lack of a systematic data collection system" relating to cases
of domestic violence in general, and this appears to apply to an even greater extent to
violence against domestic workers.162
Amnesty International asked the authorities in July 2013 for statistics on the number of
cases relating to complaints of physical abuse made by domestic workers against their
employers and how such cases were dealt with, but has not been provided with this
information to date.163 In 2012 the UN Committee Against Torture noted the "lack of
information provided by [Qatar] on complaints of violence made by migrant domestic workers
during the reporting period and whether these led to investigations and prosecutions of
perpetrators."164 Such concerns were echoed by the Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women in February 2014 which stated in its concluding observations
that it was "concerned about ... the absence of a data collection system on cases of violence
against women, as well as on prosecution and conviction rates".165
Amnesty International is not aware of any published independent studies carried out to
assess the prevalence of violence against domestic workers within the home in Qatar. 166
However, there are some studies which provide an indication of the extent of domestic
violence against family members. A study by the Supreme Council of Family Affairs in 2008
into violence against married women found, for example, that 28 per cent of a sample of
1,117 married women experienced some form of violence in the home:
"The survey found that 4 per cent of the married women in the sample were subjected to
violence on a continuous basis, 10 per cent to violence from time to time and 14 per cent to
violence on rare occasions."167
A survey carried out by Qatar University in 2011, sampling 408 men and 365 women, found
that 38 per cent of men and 31 per cent of women justified "wife-beating" under certain
circumstances.168
In September 2012, the Qatar Foundation for the Protection of Women and Children
(QFPWC), which provides support to victims of domestic violence, was quoted as stating that
it had provided support to 521 women and 474 children during the first eight and a half
months of the year.169 In November 2012, the organization reported a 54 per cent rise
between 2011 and 2012 in reports of violence against women. Eighty-six per cent of
complaints related to physical assault, six per cent related to sexual violence and three
percent to “mental torture”. Fifty-nine per cent of the women submitting complaints said
that their husbands were responsible for the violence. 170 The Government’s National
Development Strategy 2011-16 states that domestic violence has risen in recent years:
“Since 2004 Qatar has seen a significant jump in the number of reported domestic violence
incidents against women and children. Such violence has devastating consequences not only
for the victims but also for society as a whole.”171
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There is some evidence from other contexts that domestic workers may be at increased risk of
violence when they work in a context of domestic violence against family members. 172 But
the National Development Strategy does not include specific consideration of domestic
workers' susceptibility to being subjected to violence in the home. In March 2013
representatives of the Supreme Council of Family Affairs told Amnesty International that
there were not violations against domestic workers in the house.173 No evidence was given in
support of this assertion. Qatar's National Human Rights Committee has, however, noted in
its annual reports that physical and sexual violence is among the abuses suffered by
domestic workers in Qatar.174
The Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking (QFCHT) - the main state-funded
institution in Qatar providing assistance to domestic workers - provided Amnesty International
with data regarding 52 cases of serious abuse of women it dealt with during 2012. The
QFCHT states that 22 women reported physical abuse, and 11 sexual abuse. Nineteen were
categorised as being victims of forced labour, visa trading and the trafficking of children. It is
not clear exactly how many of these cases involved domestic workers and how many were
filed by women in other professions. 175
Among the domestic workers Amnesty International researchers spoke to in Qatar, twelve
women reported that some form of violence was used against them by their employers,
including: slapping in the face; pulling hair; poking in the eyes; pushing; kicking down the
stairs; throwing hot oil; kicking in the stomach; holding hot objects against the skin; and
pinching or scratching of the skin.
Some workers reported that physical violence was used to punish them for not carrying out
tasks or not behaving in the way their employers wanted. PD told researchers:
"If I did anything wrong, I would get a slap on the back – even by the old man (grandfather) and would be pushed... If you talk to the father in the wrong way, he will hit you around the
face.” 176
In other cases women reported suffering because of domestic violence experienced by their
employer. GA said:
"Every time sir and madam would fight with each other, then madam would fight with me and
the baby... It started in December 2012. She would promise she wouldn’t do it again and
then after a week would do it again. She pulled me, slapped my face, clutched at my face she once drew blood from doing this because of her nails." 177
Researchers interviewed an Indonesian woman, BB held in the deportation centre in March
2013, who had apparently been subjected to severe physical abuse by her female sponsor.
Amnesty International’s researcher saw several marks on her body, including marks that were
consistent with a hot iron having been placed on her chest, beatings to her head and ear and
cuts with a knife to her arm.
“If there was any problem she would beat me."
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BB told Amnesty International that she had not been paid by her employer despite working
for at least 17 months. She said she was never given breaks and had to sleep in a very small
room, like a store room, and did not have a bed. She could not lock the door to her room. She
would sometimes not be given food. She was not allowed to leave the house. 178
BB was eventually able to escape the house when the employer was away, but she collapsed
on the street. She told researchers that she was found by the police, who took her to hospital.
From there she had been transferred to the deportation centre. She said she had not made a
formal complaint as she did not want to make trouble. She did not have her passport as it
was still with the sponsor. Amnesty International wrote to the Ministry of Interior in April
2013 about her case but at the time of writing has not received any response. 179

An Indonesian former domestic worker shows researchers the marks on her body that she said were inflicted by her employer.
© Amnesty International

State authorities should act proactively to protect survivors of abuse by investigating and
providing access to support services. This woman, who had been subjected to sustained and
vicious abuse over a period of months, was instead detained as if she had committed some
kind of offence. Amnesty International has received no information to suggest that the police
took action to investigate the case, despite the clearly visible physical injuries that were
consistent with serious abuse. The apparent police failure in this case is both shocking and
unjustifiable.
Three of the domestic workers who spoke to Amnesty International reported that they had
been raped in the home in which they worked, by their employers, family members of their
employers or other migrant workers. A fourth woman alleged that she had been subjected to a
serious sexual assault by her employer. The horrendous experiences of two of these women
are detailed in case studies on pages 46 and 50.
KT separately told Amnesty International she faced persistent sexual advances from her male
employer.
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"He would ask me for massages. He would say, 'massage me and I will massage you also.' He
would always be touching and touching. I would tell his wife."180
Eventually, she told researchers, she left this employer in December 2012, meaning that
when Amnesty International met her in March 2013 she was at risk of being arrested and
deported.
In a context where employers have the ability to prevent women from leaving the country,
where there are no legal limits on domestic workers' working hours, and where are there are
no legal standards on their living conditions, sexual advances by employers towards women
working as domestic workers take place within a heavily skewed power dynamic, placing
women under significant pressure. It is therefore not surprising that some women in this
situation may choose to leave.

CONCERNS ABOUT ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DOMESTIC WORKERS SUBJECTED TO
VIOLENCE
Amnesty International has not come across cases during its research of a successful
conviction for physical or sexual assault against a domestic worker. While some had made
reports to the authorities and some form of investigation had apparently taken place, none of
the women to whom researchers spoke had seen a prosecution or conviction of their abuser.
According to data provided by the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking
(QFCHT) official investigations were opened into around 20 of the 52 cases of physical
abuse, sexual abuse, forced labour and trafficking that the Foundation documented in 2012.
However, as of March 2013, none of the cases had led to a conviction of a perpetrator. It is
not clear how long these investigations had been open or whether the other 32 cases had
ever been investigated. At least two women had received compensation after dropping their
cases, though it is not clear who paid this compensation.
An official from an embassy of a country of origin told Amnesty International that in the
embassy’s experience, very few cases of physical or sexual assault against domestic workers
reach court.181
Some women who spoke to Amnesty International who had been subjected to physical
violence had not filed complaints with the authorities at all, as they merely wished to leave
the country and return home. At a meeting with representatives of Doha’s Capital Police
Station in October 2012, Amnesty International was told that the police had indeed received
few cases of domestic workers who had reported violent attacks against them. Their
explanation for this was that such abuse was rare. 182 However, one embassy official told
researchers:
“We have to be realistic in the advice we give about the chances of success. When women
understand that they may have to wait here for many months, without working, before giving
evidence, and could themselves face accusations, many choose to simply be repatriated.” 183
As noted at the beginning of this section, several factors individually and in combination
create a permissive environment for physical and sexual abuse of migrant workers as well as
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creating almost insurmountable obstacles for women who experience abuse to seek and
secure accountability and redress. These issues are discussed in more detail below.

GAPS IN GOVERNMENT'S STRATEGY TO PROTECT DOMESTIC WORKERS FROM PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL
ABUSE
Gender-based violence must be addressed by states as a matter of priority, through a range of
legal, political, administrative, educational and other measures. The Government of Qatar has
recognized that it needs to enhance the measures it has in place to protect women and
children from violence in the home. However, the government has, to date, failed to
recognize that there is also a problem of violence against domestic workers in the home, and
must put in place specific measures to prevent and address this, alongside and co-ordinated
with measures to prevent violence against members of the family.
At present Qatar has no specific law criminalizing domestic violence and the Government's
National Strategy notes that there is “no process for tackling domestic violence and child
protection issues currently in operation."184 While there are institutions such as the Qatar
Foundation for the Protection of Women and Children that raise awareness of domestic
violence, and provide support to victims, the Government has also recognized that more
needs to be done to bring together the various agencies tasked with addressing this issue:
"[T]here are ... challenges such as ... poor coordination between governmental and
nongovernmental organizations that are responsible for protecting women from domestic
violence."185
In its submission to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women,
Qatar’s National Human Rights Committee set out its view of the key problems to be
addressed:
"[T]here is no specific legislation in Qatar to protect women from violence outside the
conventional frameworks of the Penal Code, and although the State has averted this situation
by opening centers and relevant institutions, which in turn monitor and receive cases of
violence, then find a remedy to these cases or transfer them to public prosecution. There are
weaknesses in monitoring and executing of follow-up of cases and these is an urgent need to
strengthen coordination between all governmental and non-governmental organizations and
institutions associated with the protection from violence." 186
In 2013 the UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and
consequences set out the key responsibilities of states to address violence against women,
including domestic violence:
"At a systemic level, States can meet their responsibility to protect, prevent and punish by,
among other things, adopting or modifying legislation; developing strategies, action plans and
awareness-raising campaigns and providing services; reinforcing the capacities and power of
police, prosecutors and judges; adequately resourcing transformative change initiatives; and
holding accountable those who fail to protect and prevent, as well as those who perpetrate
violations of human rights of women. Also, States have to be involved more concretely in
overall societal transformation to address structural and systemic gender inequality and
discrimination."187
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The Government's strategy for 2011 - 2016 states that “formalized legal protection for those
who report cases of violence to authorities will be established,” 188 and commits the
Government to taking potentially positive steps:
“The government will reduce domestic violence by establishing a comprehensive protection
system that ensures privacy, protection and support for victims as well as anyone reporting
violent incidents, establish help centres, streamline data collection methods and, most
important, criminalize domestic violence.” 189
Amnesty International urges the Government of Qatar to urgently implement its
commitments, stated in the National Strategy 2011-16, to “put in place a comprehensive
domestic violence protection system” and to criminalize domestic violence. 190 But it is
critical that this strategy, and any domestic violence law, ensures that definitions of domestic
violence are not limited to relatives living in the same residence but also includes all persons,
thereby protecting domestic workers. Additionally, the Government's strategy must ensure
that measures are in place to effectively investigate and prosecute for domestic violence.
Protection is critical, but it is important that domestic workers are seen not just as victims
but are also provided with the means to hold accountable those who subject them to
violence.
Hospitals and health care facilities are important institutions for combating domestic
violence - they may offer the first opportunity for a victim of domestic violence to safely
report their experience. Qatar's National Health Strategy 2011 - 16 notes the need to
improve the capability of the health authorities to recognize and support victims of domestic
violence. The strategy aimed, between 2011 and 2013, to:
"Develop guidelines for screening for domestic violence; develop a tool for domestic violence
screening and implement it initially in PHCs [primary health care centres] and the HMC
[Hamad Medical Corporation] emergency department; [and] train PHC and emergency
department staff on domestic violence counseling services available." 191
Amnesty International does not have information as to whether these objectives have been
delivered, but notes that there is also no mention in the National Health Strategy of the
specific challenges which migrant domestic workers face if subjected to domestic violence or
any measures to address these challenges. The organization considers that the strategy
should include training on how to support victims of domestic violence, including domestic
workers, to file complaints with the authorities, should they wish to, in addition to receiving
counselling.

OVER-RELIANCE ON FORENSIC MEDICAL EVIDENCE IN CASES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE ACTS AS A BARRIER
TO PROSECUTIONS
There is some indication that successfully prosecuting rape cases in Qatar is made more
difficult because of discriminatory gender stereotypes which influence the nature of
evidentiary requirements.
When an individual reports a sexual assault to the authorities, an examination is carried out
by the Ministry of Interior’s Department of Medical Services – sometimes known as the
“police clinic” – to ascertain if there is physical evidence to support the allegation. 192
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One individual who assists migrant domestic workers in Qatar in such situations and who
wished to remain anonymous stated by email to Amnesty International that this clinic was the
only medical institution recognized to deliver forensic results for criminal cases in Qatar, and
that without unambiguous physical evidence from this clinic, prosecution was unlikely.
This individual told Amnesty International that in their view, the low rate of prosecution for
sexual assault or rape of domestic workers was in part explained by the fact that
incontrovertible physical evidence of a violent assault is normally required to pursue a
prosecution.
"It seems that evidence for [the authorities] is exclusively medico-legal. For rape, there
should be laceration or penetration."193
Speaking to local media in July 2013, a prominent local lawyer, explaining the way in which
prosecutors assess rape claims in Qatar, stated:
“She [a woman reporting rape] could push him (or) resist the movement by moving her hands
– that would show a mark or scratch, which proves that she was under a physical struggle ...
But if that doesn’t show, she’s lying. That’s clear for any investigator.” 194
These statements appear to reflect the existence of discriminatory assumptions about the
reliability of women and girls’ testimonies in the justice system. Discriminatory stereotypes
that women and girls are likely to make false accusations of sexual violence exist in many
countries. This leads to authorities placing an unreasonable emphasis on evidence other than
the survivor’s testimony, irrespective of the clarity and consistency of that testimony.
A forensic medical examination could show the presence of physical injuries or traces of
semen; however, it cannot possibly show the presence or absence of consent to a sexual act.
Lack of physical injury does not mean there was consent.
Officials at the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking told Amnesty
International in October 2012 that physical evidence was a key factor in determining how an
allegation of rape or assault was treated by the authorities. If a woman delayed reporting
physical or sexual abuse to the police, there was little chance of holding the perpetrator
accountable.195
There are a variety of reasons why domestic workers may not immediately report rape or
sexual abuse to the authorities, including but not limited to post-traumatic shock, feelings of
shame, fear of the repercussions of making a report, lack of information about how to make a
report or physical confinement in the home.
Such limited evidentiary requirements for rape exist in many countries around the world and
have previously been noted by the UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women:
"A reason for disproportionately low rates of reporting of rape could be that even though cases
are brought to the courts, systemic obstacles and discrimination in the form of unreasonable
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evidentiary requirements, the rejection of the victim's uncorroborated testimony, the
evocation of a victim's past history, the focus on the victim's resistance, the emphasis on the
overt use of force and requirement to prove chastity." 196
A UN expert panel on legislation regarding violence against women has detailed the many
reasons which may prevent forensic or medical evidence being made available in cases of
rape, and called for legislation regarding rape to state that medical and forensic evidence are
not required in order to convict a perpetrator:
"[F]orensic and medical evidence may not be available in court proceedings for a variety of
reasons, including complainants’ lack of knowledge regarding the importance of such
evidence; fear of medical examination; actions taken that may unintentionally compromise
evidence, such as washing after being sexually assaulted or time lapse in seeking services;
lack of available facilities, or personnel trained in the collection of evidence in cases of
violence against women in a manner sensitive to the complainant / survivor; and the nature of
the violence. It is therefore important that legislation also allow for the prosecution and
conviction of an offender based solely on the testimony of the complainant/survivor." 197

CASE STUDY: "LACK OF EVIDENCE", LACK OF JUSTICE
“I told Madam I was scared of sir. When sir shouted, I was scared. She was scared too. She was very small,
and he was very big. He was drunk a lot, he would smoke cigarettes and drink. When he was drunk she would
only whisper to me. I told Madam I was scared because I was alone at home. I wanted to work outside of the
house more. I never spoke to him; I would speak only to her.”
‘Angelica’ was 49 years old when she travelled outside of the Philippines for the first time in 2011. She was
married and had three children.
Her employers were a married couple. They would often fight, Angelica said, and the husband would throw
things at his wife. She was paid every month and would send the money home to her family. For the first
month she was paid 730 riyals [US$200] and then 750 riyals [US$205] every month after that. The contract
she had signed promised that she would earn US$400 per month.
Angelica wasn’t allowed any days off work. Her employers told her that she could take a holiday only when
she’d completed her contract. She was allowed to call her husband and children occasionally, but always had
to use her female employer's mobile phone so could only call when permitted.
Angelica would wake up at 05:30 every day and start working immediately. Her female employer would leave
for work at 07:00 at which point Angelica would go to work at the house of her male employer's mother until
early in the afternoon. Angelica described her job as “to clean everything...the rooms, the bathroom, the yard,
the car and to do the laundry and the ironing...it wasn’t too bad.”
Her employers usually did their own cooking. Sometimes Angelica was asked to help prepare a meal. Normally
Angelica would work until about 20:00 and would go to bed around 21:00 or 21:30.
“I don’t have any friends in Doha. I’m a Christian, but I was never allowed to go to church. Madam told me not
to go outside. I could only go outside with her. When Madam went shopping, I would go with her.”
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Everything changed in August 2012. She was resting in her room while her employers were at a family
gathering. At midnight Angelica heard a car arrive so she went outside to close the gate. Fifteen minutes later
her buzzer rang. Angelica assumed that it was her female employer calling her, so she went downstairs where
she found her male employer, who she said “smelt like alcohol”. When she asked him, “where is madam?” he
responded “ma fee madam ['madam' is not here]” and reached for her.
Angelica tried to run away but he caught her and removed her dress and hijab. Angelica said she asked him to
wait, and as soon as he paused, she ran upstairs to hide in the bathroom. She tried to escape from the house
but fell while trying to climb out of a small window. When she landed, she was in incredible pain and could not
get up. She later found out that both her legs and feet had been broken and her spine was fractured. 198
She managed to crawl and drag herself into her room and locked the door. Her employer repeatedly kicked the
door until there was a big hole. He walked into the room and despite Angelica begging him to leave her alone
and get help as she lay on the carpet unable to move, he proceeded to commit a violent sexual assault against
her. Only after the assault ended did he agree to call an ambulance, saying that he would help her because he
loved her. Angelica told researchers she was terrified and thought that he was going to kill her.
When she spoke to the police, she said she had fallen off a ladder changing a light bulb. Explaining why she
had said this, she told Amnesty International:
“I was very scared.”
She was taken to the hospital early in the morning and eventually an operation on her spine was carried out.
After a week her female employer her came to visit her in the hospital and brought her ID card, but not her
passport. While in hospital, she spoke to a social worker and told her everything that had happened.
Eventually Angelica was moved to a shelter at the Philippines Overseas Labour Office. In September 2012 she
went to the police station to file a complaint and went with the police to her employers’ house.
“At the police station, an investigator told me that my employer spent a night in jail. I don’t know for sure.”
When researchers met Angelica in March 2013 she was in a wheelchair and told researchers that since the
assault she had suffered urinal problems and incontinence. She had had titanium plates inserted into both
legs. When she tried to walk, her legs and feet swelled up.
Angelica had only a photocopy of her passport at the time and she did not know if her employer or the police
had the original.
“The employers have my ATM card. At the time of the attack, I had 1100 riyals [US$302], a bit more than a
month’s salary, saved under my bed...I planned to buy a computer for my son with that money.”
In October 2012 she went to the prosecutor's office and spent more than an hour telling the public prosecutor
the full story. The prosecutor was male, as was the interpreter. No women were present. Five months later she
told researchers:
“I told the interpreter that I wanted justice for myself. They said that they would analyse my case and get back
to me. I am now waiting for a decision from the court. I don’t know what day, what month I will go to court.
They didn’t tell me anything about what would happen. I haven’t heard back from them, the prosecutor has
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never gotten back to me. I don’t have his number so I can’t call him. I called the embassy yesterday to ask
about my case, they didn’t have any information.”
“Now...the more I think about it, I want to go home. I think I’ll have to drop the case. My situation is very hard.
My family wants me to come home. My employer isn’t going to give me anything; he isn’t going to pay my
salary. I don’t think I’ll win my case. I think I lost my case.”
Amnesty International has since been informed by the Philippines Embassy that Angelica was repatriated in
2013. Her case had been dismissed by the Public Prosecutor's office due to "lack of evidence". 199

"LOVE CRIMES": DOMESTIC WORKERS AFFECTED BY THE CRIMINALIZATION OF
CONSENTING SEXUAL RELATIONS
Women working as domestic workers, including those reporting sexual violence, appear to be
particularly affected by the criminalization of consensual sexual relations outside marriage,
under the charge of zina or “illicit relations” in the Penal Code. The UN Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination against Women stated in February 2014 its concerns with
regard to zina in Qatar:
"[D]omestic and sexual violence are underreported, as many women fear losing custody of
their children, or women, particularly migrant domestic workers, face risk of being accused of
and charged with ‘illicit relations’ and are subject to imprisonment." 200
An embassy official from a labour sending country told Amnesty International that most
domestic workers do not go to the police to report sexual violence because they fear that they
will face accusations of “illicit relations”. The embassy representative said that in their
experience, most cases of abuse which reach the Public Prosecutor’s office are referred there
by embassies, the Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking or the Qatar
Foundation for the Protection of Women and Children, rather than from the police. 201
Police officials told Amnesty International in October 2012 that most cases the police
encountered which involved domestic workers were cases of women arrested for the so-called
“crime” of having sexual relations outside marriage. 202
A senior prison official told Amnesty International researchers during a March 2013 visit that
around half of the 75 women in detention (74 of whom were foreign nationals) were being
held on charges related to “illicit relations”. He said that about 70 per cent of the prisoners
were domestic workers. A prison guard separately told Amnesty International that most
women were there for "love crimes or theft".203
The representative of one sending country embassy also said that 50 per cent of the domestic
worker criminal cases which they deal with relate to “immorality” charges. 204 Researchers
spoke to DH, a 27 year old former domestic worker in the prison who described how she had
been arrested after the police realised she was having a relationship with her employer:
"My employer treated me as if I was his wife. It felt good, no problem, he gave me what I
needed ... We were in a relationship for around five months. Then one day we had a big fight
because I wanted to send a laptop to the Philippines. I was packing it up to send, and had a
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pair of scissors in my hand. He was angry because he did not want me to send the laptop to
the Philippines. He accused me of trying to hurt him with the scissors. He called the police
and when they came, when they started investigating, they realized that we were in a
relationship and accused me. I was arrested and went to court. I have ongoing hearings but
have not yet been sentenced. I want to go home now. I don't know what happened to my
employer, I don't want anything to do with him."205
The penalty for “illicit relations” is a prison sentence of up to seven years. 206 However, a
senior prison official told Amnesty International that foreign women convicted of this
“offence” generally receive one-year prison sentences followed by deportation, although there
are cases where the judge allows the person to go back to their sponsor or another employer
following completion of the sentence. 207 An embassy official also confirmed that a one-year
prison sentence seems to be standard for this “offence”. For Muslims, flogging sentences can
also be imposed in addition to prison sentences.
Amnesty International opposes the criminalization of consensual sexual relations, irrespective
of sexual orientation or marital status. Almost two decades ago, the UN Human Rights
Committee confirmed that criminalization of consensual sex between adults was a violation of
the right to privacy.208
The existence of the charge of “illicit relations” is a disincentive to women who have
experienced sexual violence filing charges with the authorities since they fear that, if they are
not believed, they could be charged with a crime. The chilling effect that the existence of
this charge has on the willingness of women to report sexual violence or rape means that the
charge has a disproportionate and discriminatory impact on women. The UN Human Rights
Committee has previously called for the repeal of laws of this kind “so that women are not
deterred from reporting rapes by fears that their claims will be associated with the crime of
adultery”.209
In 2009, the UN Division for the Advancement of Women published Good Practices in
Legislation on “Harmful Practices” Against Women. This recommended that state legislation
“mandate the repeal of any criminal offence related to adultery”.210 More recently, the UN
Working Group on the issue of Discrimination against Women in Law and Practice has called
upon governments to repeal laws criminalizing “adultery”.211
The UN Committee against Torture has also expressed concern regarding the disproportionate
role that these laws play in women’s detention; acknowledging that sentences are applied in
a discriminatory way against women.212
In February 2014 the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
recommended that Qatar “amend the Penal Code to repeal the criminalization of consensual
sexual relations outside marriage”.213

EFFECT OF THE “ILLICIT RELATIONS” CHARGE ON CHILDREN OF WOMEN IN DETENTION
Thirteen children between the ages of one month and two years old were held in the women’s
prison during Amnesty International’s visit in March 2013, in most cases due to their
mothers being held on charges of “illicit relations”. 214 Five pregnant women were also
detained at this time; researchers were told by officials that these women would be
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transferred to the hospital to give birth, and both mother and baby would be brought back to
the prison one or two days after the birth. Women imprisoned with children were held in
dedicated dormitory cells separated from women without children.
Prison officials were at pains to demonstrate to Amnesty International researchers that they
provided a high standard of medical care, health advice and nursery facilities for new
mothers in detention and their children. However, as has been noted by the UN Special
Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants following his visit to the prison, the detention of
women with their children in such a context is absolutely unnecessary, is not in the best
interests of the children, and does not comply with international standards:
"These women thus live in the prison with their babies, in conditions which are in clear
violation of the principle of the best interests of the child, as stated in the Convention on the
Rights of the Child. While noting that these women have violated Qatari law, it is unnecessary
to keep them and their babies in prison: I urge the authorities to find other solutions for
these women, and allow those who wish to return to their home countries with their babies to
do so quickly, with the help of their consular authorities."215
The United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and Noncustodial Measures
for Women Offenders, states that:
“Non-custodial sentences for pregnant women and women with dependent children shall be
preferred where possible and appropriate, with custodial sentences being considered when
the offence is serious or violent or the woman represents a continuing danger, and after
taking into account the best interests of the child or children, while ensuring that appropriate
provision has been made for the care of such children”.216

IMPRISONED FOR A "LOVE CRIME" AFTER REPORTING RAPE
'Analyn', a 46-year-old woman from the Philippines, told Amnesty International in March 2013 that she
reported her rape to the police, but now faced a charge of “illicit relations”, sometimes called a “love crime”,
applied to people accused of having consensual sexual relations outside marriage.
“I slept in the room outside, it is a storage room. It’s like they took things outside of it and put like a small
double bed enough for two persons inside. There was no cabinet. All my things were in my bag…
A man one day came into my room from outside of the house. He was a worker in the house next door. They
were renovating the house to three storeys. There were 11 or 12 workers. He noticed that I was by myself in the
house.
He stood at the door of the room and he said, “don’t be afraid, don’t worry, I like you.” I said, “go out and we
can talk”. But he forced his way inside. I didn’t want to look like I am afraid. I had to be brave to convince him
so that he doesn’t do anything.
He came closer and I had to go back but there is no door to go out. The door is behind him. The only thing
behind me is the bathroom.
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I said ‘don’t do anything to me’. He said ‘if you will fight me, if you tell anybody, no one will believe you… I
have done this before with another khadima [maid]’.
He grabbed one of my arms and then grabbed my breast. I thought he would kill me. I asked him, “don’t kill
me”. He said, ‘even if you tell madam, no one will believe you.’
I started crying a lot. I felt something hard in his pocket and I thought maybe it is a knife. I thought in my
mind if he does something then I can complain after. He will hurt me but maybe I won’t die if I don’t fight. He
was a big man.
After he did it. After he raped me. He left. I went and washed myself. And I pray – asking for guidance.
I didn't know the phone number for madam or sir. I had a mobile. But only because I was warned by others
that I should keep a mobile. So I called the agency and told them what happened and asked them what do I
do?
They said to call 999. So I did. After one hour they came. But they couldn’t come inside because the doors are
locked in the house. The doors are always locked.
Police told me to go out from the window. I told them what happened. After my employer came I also told them
what happened.
The police asked me: ‘do you know this man?’ I said I will only know if I see his face again.
Five workers in the house next door ran when the police went there. I think they must have known what
happened. The man was not there. The police catch the five men and they ask me, ‘which one?’ I said, ‘not any
of these five.’ Then they bring the five men to jail temporarily for investigation. In the afternoon, madam says
go to capital police station to make a statement. So I went and they did a medical check…
They found a number of this man in my mobile. I had surrendered my mobile to them. But the other khadima
[maid] used the mobile too...
It was three [police] men and one woman who interviewed me in a room downstairs.
But I was shaking. I had had no food or water… A CID person has asked me, ‘how are you?’ I asked for food
and water. Then they gave me a small bottle of water and potato chips. They could see how hungry I was and
drinking water with a big thirst. I took a paracetamol because I had a headache from all this and not eating.
Then in the morning at 07:00 or 08:00 they took me to the second floor. It was one man and one woman from
CID for another statement. They said, ‘this man is your boyfriend – yes or no?’ I say to them, ‘if he is my
boyfriend – why should I complain?’. They said to me: ‘don’t reply in English, talk in Arabic only’. I say I can
only understand few words. They said to me, ‘you are a liar – talk Arabic’. The man he said ‘if you do not talk
Arabic then I will hit you with this’ and he raised a hole puncher. They asked questions in Arabic and
sometimes in English.
One of them told me that they find the Syrian man that night [the first night after this happened], at first he
denied that he did anything but later he said that, ‘yes I go to her room’, he said that I invited him into my
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room in his statement. The police and my employer believe him.
I stayed in jail for four months. After I finished two months in jail I asked a policewoman, ‘why am I still here? I
am a rape victim.’ She checked my file and said, ‘you are not a rape victim, you are a love case and
trespassing [against the law].’ 217
In December 2013, Analyn was sentenced to a year in prison. Her case is a powerful and disturbing illustration
of the unjust treatment meted out to some domestic workers who report their rape. Rather than having her
case taken seriously and being supported to file a charge against the alleged perpetrator after she herself
called the police, Analyn was instead treated as a criminal and prosecuted for "illicit relations". At the time of
writing, she remains in prison.
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5. FORCED LABOUR AND HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

"The Committee has noted that the so-called visa “sponsorship” system (or “Kafala” system)
in certain countries in the Middle East may be conducive to the exaction of forced labour."
International Labour Organization Committee of Experts, 2012218

Under internationally-recognized standards (see text box), if a person is working involuntarily
and cannot leave their job because their employer or some other actor has given them reason
to fear the consequences of trying to do so - known as a "menace of penalty" - this
constitutes forced labour. During its research on the domestic workers sector in Qatar,
Amnesty International has interviewed women who it believes had been, or were being,
subjected to forced labour. The ways in which employers coerced them into working vary.

QATAR'S OBLIGATIONS TO COMBAT FORCED LABOUR AND HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
The State of Qatar has committed to the elimination of forced or compulsory labour, by ratifying ILO
Conventions 29 and 105 undertaking to “suppress the use of forced or compulsory labour in all its forms
within the shortest possible period”.
ILO Convention 29 defines “forced or compulsory labour” as “all work or service which is exacted from any
person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.”219
The following factors can be used to identify forced labour in practice:220
Actual presence or threat of a penalty, including: physical or sexual violence; financial penalties (such as
non-payment of wages); loss of rights or privileges; denunciation to authorities and deportation; dismissal
from current employment or exclusion from future employment; deprivation of food, shelter or other
necessities; etc.


Lack of consent to work, including: restriction of freedom of movement, physical confinement in the work
location; psychological compulsion; induced indebtedness (by falsification of accounts, reduced value of good
or services produced, etc.); deception or false promises about types and terms of work; withholding and nonpayment of wages; confiscation of identity documents; etc.


Under Qatari law, “forcing a person to work with or without a salary” is illegal under the Penal Code and
carries a penalty of up to six months in prison and a fine of up to 3000 riyals [US$824]. 221 Amnesty
International has previously expressed its concern that this penalty is not adequate, and therefore inconsistent
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with Qatar’s obligations under the 1930 ILO Forced Labour Convention, which states that, “it shall be an
obligation on any Member ratifying this Convention to ensure that the penalties imposed by law are really
adequate.”

222

Qatar is also a party to the "Palermo" Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children,223 which commits signatory states to a range of measures to prevent
trafficking, to punish traffickers and to protect the victims of such trafficking. Under the protocol, trafficking
is defined as:
"[T]he recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of
force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having
control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the
exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs"
Human trafficking, under the Palermo Protocol, consists of three constituent element: an act, a means and a
purpose. For example, a person who has been recruited (the act) by use of deception (the means) to subject
them to forced labour (the purpose) is therefore a victim of human trafficking. An ILO study on human
trafficking in the Middle East has stated of the connection between forced labour and human trafficking:
"The Palermo Protocol is clearly linked to the ILO Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). Human trafficking
can thus also be regarded as forced labour, and so Convention No. 29 captures virtually the full spectrum of
human trafficking."224
In 2011 the Government of Qatar passed Law no 15 on Human Trafficking, a step which Amnesty International
welcomes. The Law defines the crime of human trafficking:
"Shall be considered committing the crime of trafficking in persons anybody who used, in any form, or
transported or extradite, or harbored him or received or a natural person, both within the country or across its
national borders, whether by use of force or violence or threat, or by abduction, fraud, or deception, or
abuse of power, or the exploitation of vulnerability or need, or a promise of giving or receiving of payments
or benefits for somebody in exchange for his consent on trafficking another person over whom he has
authority. All of these actions are considered crimes under this Law if these acts were committed with a view
of exploitation, whatever be its form, including sexual exploitation in prostitution or other forms of sexual
exploitation, child exploitation in child pornography or begging, forced labor or servitudes, slavery or semislavery practices or servitude or the removal of organs or human tissue, or part of it."225
The law mandates a prison sentence of seven to 15 years for those convicted of the crime, depending on the
severity of the offence. In March 2013, government officials informed Amnesty International that one person
had been charged with the crime of human trafficking, in a case involving sexual exploitation.226 In April 2014
the authorities informed Amnesty International that there had been three prosecutions for human trafficking,
of three people of different nationalities. No further details were provided. 227
The 2011 law on human trafficking should play a significant role in protecting domestic workers from labour
exploitation. It is essential that the Qatari authorities act to make law enforcement officials fully aware of the
existence of this law, and how to identify potential victims in line with international standards on human
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trafficking. The authorities should also develop strategies as to how to increase the number of prosecutions
and convictions for human trafficking.
Convictions will clearly demonstrate to potential perpetrators that they will be held accountable if they engage
in human trafficking for the purposes of labour exploitation. An ILO study on trafficking in the Middle East
notes the impact of not pursuing traffickers:
"The lack of strategic litigation against employers and private employment agents who violate the laws means
there is little to deter others from confining migrant workers in exploitative situations against their will." 228
Under Articles 2 and 25 of the 2011 human trafficking law, victims are exempted from the penalties under the
Sponsorship Law. This should play a positive role as, for example, domestic workers who have been victims of
human trafficking should be able to leave their employers and seek assistance without fear of being arrested
or deporting for "absconding". In July 2013 Amnesty International asked the government for information on the
number of people who had been afforded the protection of this provision, but at the time of publication has not
yet received a response on this issue.
In several of the cases documented by Amnesty International, women had clearly not
voluntarily agreed to the work they were doing. This included cases where the women were
deceived about the terms and conditions of work and then found themselves unable to leave
because they were confined to their employer’s house and their employer held their
passports. Some women clearly asked to leave their employment, and Qatar, and were not
allowed to do so. As detailed in Chapter 4, in Qatar migrant workers who try to leave
employers without the consent of the employer can face a charge of "absconding".
Women also faced penalties if they refused to carry out work, including threats of physical
violence and financial penalties. Some women told Amnesty International that when they
asked to stop work and return home, they were told - sometimes by employers and sometimes
by recruitment agents – that they would have to “repay” all the money which had been spent
on their recruitment if they wanted to leave. Others said they were subjected to verbal or
physical abuse by their employers when they made efforts to leave the employment.
The existence of the exit permit under Qatar's sponsorship system, which means that
immigration officials do not allow foreign national workers to leave Qatar without first having
obtained the permission of their employers, increases the risk of forced labour. 229 It means
that domestic workers are unable simply to resign and leave the country if their working
conditions are intolerable. The exit permit system also sends a signal to employers that it
may be justified for them not to allow their employees to leave the country, and in this way
encourages the related but illegal practice of passport confiscation. An ILO study on
trafficking in the Middle East, linking sponsorship or kafala systems with forced labour,
states:
"Employers justify the retention of passports and confinement in the home on the basis of the
kafala system, which gives them legal responsibility for the residency and employment of
their domestic workers. Their sense of entitlement over the worker is heightened by the
significant cash outlay they have made to recruit him or her from another country." 230
Amnesty International spoke to one employer - who otherwise stated her strong commitment
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to migrant workers' rights - who said it was necessary to maintain the exit permit system,
because domestic workers sometimes decided they wanted to leave and go home early in the
duration of their contracts, even though employers had spent large sums of money on their
recruitment. It was therefore necessary to be able to restrict them from leaving the
country.231 The implication of such a view is that by paying the costs of domestic workers'
recruitment, employers have purchased the right to control their lives entirely for the duration
of their contract.
Three domestic workers told Amnesty International that when they asked to return home
because their terms of employment were so different from what they had been promised, they
were simply told that they could not leave. 232 SS told Amnesty International:
"I went to the playground with the children as there was a picnic. I told the friends of theirs
[her employers] who came to the picnic that I wanted to go and that Sir had hit me in the
face. Sir came over quickly and his friend grabbed me and said, 'you have to stay in the
Arabic country. Better for you as you are stupid’. Then they took me back in the car. They
said to me ‘if you don’t come back into the car I will hit you’." 233
GA, a 34-year-old Filipino woman who had arrived in Qatar in March 2012, told researchers
that in December 2012, her employer began to regularly hit her. After one occasion when she
was subjected to physical violence, she asked to leave and return to her recruitment agency.
She said that when she did this her employer threatened to kill her. Her employer began
withholding her salary each month - perhaps as a way of deterring her from leaving the house.
On other occasions, she said, her employer told her that if she tried to leave, she would be
made to work for 10 months without salary, and that she would file a criminal charge against
her in order to have her jailed. Her case is a very clear example of how domestic workers can
be subjected to forced labour.
"After I said I wanted to leave, she said to me, ‘I will kill you if you want to leave my house’.
Then other times when I said I wanted to leave because madam shouted at me or hit me,
Madam would then say ‘If you want to leave my house I will make you work ten months
without salary’ or ‘If you leave I will put you in jail and make some story lines [make up a
false accusation]'."234
The threat of being reported to the authorities for a criminal offence is not one that domestic
workers can afford to take lightly. Amnesty International has spoken to three former domestic
workers who said they had been reported to the authorities for stealing from their employers.
All denied the accusations.
LM, 32, serving a one-year sentence in prison for theft, told researchers she was accused of
stealing 10,000 riyals [US$2,746] from her employer's friend, whose house she had been
asked to clean while her employer was away. She expressed confusion at the charge:
"I don't know what happened with the money, I didn't steal it."235
CL and RB, who left their employer together and sought refuge with their embassy after
experiencing very poor working conditions said that their employer came to their embassy to
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find them, and said she was planning to file a charge of theft of 10,000 riyals [US$2,746].
CL said her mother had offered to pay for her ticket back home, but her employer was
adamant that she could not leave, and was refusing to return her passport.
“I think she wants to make up a story about us ... The cupboards are all locked so how can
we take stuff?”
A country of origin embassy representative told Amnesty International that in the majority of
theft cases, there was no evidence presented that the accused women had committed any
crime.
"In about 70 per cent of the theft cases which go to court, women are found guilty.
Sometimes, in the minority of cases, the women will admit to taking money or there is
evidence against them."236

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Trafficking in persons involves each of the following elements:


Acts: recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a person



Means: threats, use of force, coercion, abduction, fraud, deception or abuse of power



Purpose: exploitation including forced labour or sexual exploitation

Recruitment agencies need to ensure they are not involved in and do not contribute to a
process in which may involve human trafficking as defined above.
Employers in Qatar have to take adequate steps to ensure that domestic workers have not
been deceived or coerced about the nature, terms and conditions of the work they are
undertaking. If workers are subjected to labour exploitation then employers may be
responsible for human trafficking.
In cases examined by Amnesty International the deception about terms and conditions of
work was intimately linked to the subsequent labour exploitation (for example, women being
compelled to work far more hours than agreed at the point of recruitment). In several cases
documented by Amnesty International the exploitation amounted to forced labour where
women faced a threat of physical violence and/or were denied freedom of movement –
restricted to a private home and without passport or other documents.
Due to the many links in international recruitment chains, domestic workers generally report
that when they confront them, their recruiters and employers all tend to deny any knowledge
of deception, and blame other parties involved in the recruitment process. This increases the
difficulty of domestic workers holding accountable those responsible for their deception and /
or trafficking. Where an employer recruits a migrant domestic worker directly, without the use
of recruiters, human trafficking can be more transparently observed. In March 2013 Amnesty
International researchers interviewed a 20-year-old woman identified as AS, who had arrived
in Qatar in August 2012 from her home country of Ghana, having been recruited directly by
her European sponsor.
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AS told researchers she was deceived about the terms of her work. Before she left her home
country she spoke to her employer directly - a friend of a woman who was employing a friend
of AS in Qatar - who promised her payment of 800 riyals [US$220] a month and told her she
would be given days off. But when she arrived her employer told her that she would only earn
730 riyals [US$200] a month.
"I work really long hours. I wake up at 05:00 and start working, and I continue until 23:30 or
midnight. At night I have to do the ironing. I don’t get any off days, even though she
promised me off days. She says it’s an off day when I stay in the house with the kids on
Friday."
AS described to Amnesty International how her employer regularly threatened to hit her, told
her that she could “do whatever she wants" with AS, and refused to stop her daughter from
punching and slapping AS.
When Amnesty International spoke to her in March 2013, she said she had only been paid
for three of the seven months she had worked. She had repeatedly asked her employer if she
could leave and return home, but her employer had spoken to AS’s mother by phone and told
her that she could not return home. The employer later told AS she would not let her leave
unless she paid over US$700 compensation for the costs of her original outbound flight to
Qatar, a sum she did not have, because four months of her salary had been withheld.
"I want to go back. I’m really not happy here... I have a three-year contract, and have no way
to get the money to go back. I don’t have a written contract, just a verbal contract. She has
my residence card and my passport. The people at the airport gave it to her; I don’t have any
access to it."
Based on her testimony, Amnesty International believes that AS was a victim of human
trafficking. Her recruitment involved deception about the terms and conditions of work - not
just about her salary but about many other aspects of her working and living conditions - and
brought her into a situation clearly amounting to forced labour, where her employer refused to
let her leave and return home, and had withheld several months of pay due to her.

MEASURES TO PROTECT AND ASSIST VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
The Qatar Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking (QFCHT)237 is a quasi-governmental
body established in 2008 that "liaises with law enforcement bodies … when following up on
cases of human trafficking", and conducts training of law enforcement agencies on how to
recognize victims of human trafficking.238
The QFCHT also offers shelter to victims of trafficking. In 2013 the shelter's capacity was
37, but staff told Amnesty International that there were plans to expand the capacity of the
shelter to around 100.239 The government states that the QFCHT's services include:
accommodation and legal advice for victims; access for women victims to lawyers; health,
psychological and social services; assistance in gaining access to new employment
opportunities; voluntary repatriation for victims who have recovered and have received
rehabilitation assistance; assistance in settling victims’ affairs and in finding a new sponsor,
in conjunction with the authorities. 240 Such services are much needed by domestic workers
who have suffered serious abuses including human trafficking.
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The QFCHT operates a hotline number to call for assistance and stated in 2013 that it
receives 200 to 300 phone-calls a month from domestic workers or their relatives.241
However, statistics provided by officials to Amnesty International indicate that throughout
2012 the QFCHT registered only 58 "complaints" from domestic workers and 40 women were
hosted at the shelter.242 When Amnesty International visited the shelter in October 2012,
there were 17 women staying there.
In February 2014, Qatar’s delegation to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women stated that “as only 107 women had sought shelter with the Qatar
Foundation for Combating Human Trafficking between 2008 and 2013, there was no need to
open new shelters.”243
These numbers are, in Amnesty International's opinion, not reflective of the need for support
and shelter amongst domestic workers, given that the QFCHT is receiving a high number of
calls from domestic workers each month in need of assistance, and given the high volumes of
women seeking assistance at their embassies. It is not fully clear why there is such a
discrepancy between the number of calls the QFCHT receives from domestic workers and the
number of women provided with shelter and other support services.
One factor may be in the criteria the QFCHT uses to assess whether women should be
admitted to the shelter. QFCHT staff told researchers in March 2013 that indicators include
whether women showed marks of bruises or physical abuse, or whether their salaries have
been delayed for three months or more. 244 A number of domestic workers interviewed by
Amnesty International who had suffered severe abuse and were in need of assistance would
not necessarily meet such criteria, which do not reflect international standards. Amnesty
International recommends that the QFCHT revise these indicators to ensure that it is using
the internationally-recognized definitions for forced labour and human trafficking (see text
box) when assessing individual cases.
The discrepancy between the number of calls the QFCHT receives from domestic workers and
the number of complaints registered also raises the question of what support or assistance is
offered by the Foundation to the large numbers of women calling whose complaints are not
registered with the Foundation. Given the lack of legal protection for their rights and the
restrictive nature of the sponsorship system, any domestic worker calling the QFCHT is likely
to require advice or support interceding with the relevant authorities. Amnesty International
recommends that the QFCHT ensure that it has procedures in place to ensure that an
effective response is provided to each caller, including by logging and registering the call and
the type of complaint and providing advice or assistance as necessary.
Amnesty International welcomes the establishment of the QFCHT and believes that the
services it endeavors to provide are much needed. For this reason the capacity, resources and
specialist expertise of the QFCHT should be significantly increased to allow it to address the
full scale of the need for protection of domestic workers who are victims of abuse, and meet
the needs of the large numbers of people contacting the Foundation. As described in Chapter
4, too many domestic workers are detained in the deportation centre when they should be
offered the protection and support of the state and housed in open shelters following abuse.
In November 2013 the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants called for the
QFCHT shelter to be expanded.245
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Amnesty International's research, supported by the findings of the UN Special Rapporteur on
the human rights of migrants and embassies of countries of origin, has found serious abuse
of migrant women employed as domestic workers in Qatar. While domestic workers are at risk
of exploitation in many countries of the world, it is clear that the way in which women are
recruited and employed in Qatar and the lack of legal protection for domestic workers' labour
rights exacerbates the situation very significantly and increases women's exposure to serious
exploitation.
In its response to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women in
2014, the government stated that it had set up "a working group that includes staff from the
Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs to coordinate, on an
ongoing basis, matters relevant to migrant workers, particularly those in domestic service,
and to consider optimal ways to ensure that their rights are protected." 246
Such a group should lead a new approach. Addressing abuses against domestic workers in
Qatar will require co-ordinated and ambitious moves across government, to change the way in
which domestic workers are perceived and legislated for. Instead of being seen as potential
threats to social stability, domestic workers should be celebrated for the contribution they
make to Qatar's economy and society. Concrete, tangible steps by the government to ensure
the respect for domestic workers' rights will be the most effective way to begin changing
attitudes towards a group who are so often marginalised and hidden from sight.
Amnesty International’s specific recommendations in this regard are outlined below.

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF QATAR
Legal protection for domestic workers
Repeal or amend Article 3 of the Labour Law to ensure that all workers – including
domestic workers and other excluded categories – have their labour rights protected by law,
equally;
Ratify ILO Convention 189 on Domestic Workers, incorporate its provisions into domestic
law, and implement them in law, policy and practice;
Pass legislation which provides specific protective measures to ensure that the rights of
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domestic workers are fully respected, compliant with ILO Convention 189 on Domestic
Workers and other relevant international standards;
Remove the requirement in the Sponsorship Law for foreign nationals to obtain the
permission of their current employer before moving jobs;
Remove the requirement in the Sponsorship Law for foreign nationals to obtain the
permission of their current employer in order to leave the country; and
Amend the Labour Law to allow all migrant workers, including domestic workers, to form
or join trade unions.

Preventing deception and human trafficking in the recruitment process
Work closely with governments of migrant workers’ countries of origin to prevent
instances of contract substitution;
Assess recruitment agencies in Qatar for their compliance with international human
rights standards, publish these assessments, and cancel the recruitment licences of agencies
who do not comply;
Hold accountable recruitment agencies in Qatar found to have deceived women over the
terms and conditions of their work, or who have failed to take action when alerted to
employers who are not honouring contracts or respecting rights of workers;
Improve awareness among both domestic workers and state officials of the Human
Trafficking Law and the possibility of bringing convictions for the crime of human trafficking;
Increase the application of the provision under the Human Trafficking Law which allow
for victims of human trafficking to be exempted from the provisions of the Sponsorship Law;
and
Provide a residence permit for trafficked persons wishing to pursue compensation from
the perpetrators.

Options for women who leave their employers
Decriminalise "absconding", never detain individuals for the sole purpose of having “run
away” from their employer, and always explore alternatives to detention; and


Establish more open shelters for women who have left their employers without
permission and wish to return to their home countries, and increase the Qatar Foundation for
Combating Human Trafficking's capacity, resources and specialist expertise.


Increasing access of domestic workers to access to justice
Specifically criminalize domestic violence, ensuring that the definition is not limited to
relatives living in the same residence but also includes all persons, thereby protecting
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domestic workers;
Develop a dedicated cross-government strategy to ensure that domestic workers can
complain of violence, including sexual abuse, and other abuse, without fear or harassment
and that where sufficient admissible evidence exists, perpetrators are prosecuted;


Permit those who file complaints to return to their home countries during court cases or
to work for new sponsors through the duration of their cases;


Make it mandatory for all police officers and deportation centre officials to undergo
training to identify and assist victims of domestic violence, including domestic workers;


Prevent employers of domestic workers who have been convicted of violence or other
abuse against domestic workers from recruiting employees;


Ensure that legislation regarding rape states that medical and forensic evidence are
collected in line with international guidelines and are not given disproportionate weight over
other evidence, such as the victim’s testimony, in order to convict a perpetrator; and


Address discriminatory stereotypes of women and girls, including women domestic
workers, in the justice system.


"Illicit relations"
Reform the Penal Code to remove the prohibition on consenting sexual relations outside
marriage;




Stop the practice of detaining women with their children on charges of “illicit relations”;

and
Release immediately and unconditionally those convicted of “illicit relations” or
detained pending prosecution.


Countering discriminatory attitudes
Take special measures, including awareness-raising through the media, and educational
campaigns to counter stereotypical attitudes towards women migrant domestic workers.


TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF MIGRANT DOMESTIC WORKERS' COUNTRIES OF
ORIGIN:
Strengthen and enforce regulation of recruitment companies and agencies and laws to
protect workers from predatory recruiters, ensuring that recruitment agencies who breach
regulations face appropriate penalties;
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Establish better pre-travel training and orientation for migrant domestic workers
recruited to work in Qatar and other Gulf Cooperation Council countries;


Increase the scope of support provided by diplomatic missions in Qatar to migrant
domestic workers facing exploitation or abuse; and


Ensure that all migrant workers, regardless of whether they migrated via “official” routes,
have access to a transparent and effective complaints mechanism through which they or their
families can seek redress if they were trafficked and forced to work under exploitative terms
or conditions, or if they are deprived of the benefits to which they are entitled as a result of
accidents, illness or death while abroad.
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EXPLOITATION OF MIGRANT
DOMESTIC WORKERS IN QATAR
More than half of all women migrant workers in Qatar are
employed in private homes. Working as cleaners, child-minders
or cooks, they make an important contribution to Qatar’s wider
economy. Some domestic workers are respected and welcomed
into families. However, abusive recruiters and employers who
choose to exploit women face few constraints and many women
find that promises of good salaries and working conditions are
dashed on arrival in Qatar.

Qatar’s laws do not limit the number of hours a day or the
number of days a week that domestic workers can be asked to
work. Fifteen-hour days and seven-day weeks are not unusual.
Some domestic workers are not paid for months on end; others
are not paid at all.
At its worst extreme, the abuse of domestic workers can involve
physical and sexual abuse. In some cases, their treatment can
amount to forced labour and human trafficking. For women
facing such brutal conditions, getting help is not easy: domestic
workers told Amnesty International that their phones were
confiscated and they were confined to the house. Women who
leave the house without permission face the risk of arrest,
detention and deportation if they are reported for “absconding”
by their employer.
This Amnesty International report, based on interviews with
migrant workers, government officials and others, examines the
way in which domestic workers are failed by serious flaws in
Qatar’s laws and policies. It ends with recommendations to the
Qatari government on how to prevent abuses and ensure the
human rights of migrant domestic workers.
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